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Episcopalians Establishing Summer Camp For Youth At Megunticook
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Approaches to a bridge on the cottage road are reinforced with stones
trucked In by volunteers from nearby fields. Muth fill had to be made the en
tire length of the road to make it passable. In the group of workers above,
several different parishes are represented, as well as many trades and profes
sions.

Camden Parish Sharing Camp Area On

Lake With Diocese To Build Church
Center For Children, Clergy, Laity

The main lodge house on the shore of Megunticook. This structure, owned by
St. Thomas parish of
Camden, houses the mess hall, kitchen and general meeting quarters. Two bunk houses are to the left of the
main building.
Eventually, It is hoped that other parishes will establish buildings on the land which covers
some 70 acres along the shorefront. The area will be the center of two 14-day camping expeditions for boys
and girls of the diocese the coming Summer.

FBI School On

The Amity Star of New Haven,
publishes the following item, which
is of local interest as Mrs. Heiss is
the former Betty LeSan of Rock
land, and sister of Mrs. Earle Star
rett of Thomaston:
"Dr. and Mrs. Elwood D. Heiss,
of Bethmur road, will leave April
25 for Bangkok, Thailand, where Dr.
Heiss will take un his duties as a
Technical Assistant and Professor
of Science under a UNESCO ap
pointment. His chief task will be
to develop a long-term Science Pro
gram for the public schools of Thai
land and to assist with teachertraining in Science, under the
office of the Ministry of Education.
"Dr. Heiss, who received his Ph.
D. from Columbia University, has
been a member of the staff at New
Haven Teachers' College since 1946
Prior to that time he had been
the head of the Science Department
at the State Teachers' College in
East Stroudsburg, Penn., and had
served for three years in the Navy.
"Bethany residents since last
June, Dr. and Mrs. Heiss expect
to return here in June of 1953. They
will fly to Bangkok, with a 10-day
stopover in Paris."

BNAIB RITH INSTALLS THURSDAY

Harry Gerrish President; Sam Savitt Re
tires After Seven Years' Service
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EDDIE MAYO'S PIES—TICKETS $1.50
BENEFIT BOY SCOUTS

CONGO VESTRY - APRIL 23

,

BAND

JAMBOREE
COMMUNITY BUILDING

ROCKLAND
Thursday, May 1 at 8 P. M.

Presenting the high school bands of St. George,
Lincoln Academy, Thomaston, Rockland, Rockport
and the Composite Band which draws its musicians
from all schools.
Under the direction of Vere B. Crockett

in the Boston area
He is credited with five years of
service in World War 2, serving as
a Jewish lay chaplain of the
Americal Division. He was the
first Jewish chaplain to go into com
bat duty in the war. landing with
the troops on Guadalcanal. He
holds the Bronze Star medal.
He is actively identified with
Jewish life. He is a vice president
of the David A. Lourie Lodge of
Boston and has done considerable
lecturing on subjects pertaining to
Jewish education. He had authored
numerous articles pertaining to
presidency after seven years of Jewish life for Anglo-Jewish pub
lication.
service.
The installing officers will be
Morris Goldfield, former assistant
Thomaston Fires
secretary of the Grand Lodge of
B’nai B’rith. He has been iden
tified with the organization through Department On the Jump
membership in the A.Z.A. youth ’ Over Week-End To Care
organization since the 1930's.
For Runaway Blazes
He has served as a field supervisor
for B’nai B’rith youth organization
The Thomaston five department
spent a busy Sunday afternoon as
high winds drove several fires out
OPEN ALL DAY
of control. Shortly after noon a
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
call came in from Cushing, where
a fire had started near the Town
NOW--Hall on the Pleasant Point road.
Spun Nylon Sox While they were getting this un-

proaching, disabled veterans of
both World Wars in veterans hos
pitals throughout the nation are
working to complete the 30.000,000
poppies which Americans will wear
on that day.
Approximately
10,000 disabled
veterans unable to perform other
work have been given employment
by the American Legion Auxiliary
in its poppy program this year. The
majority have worked in their beds,
wheel chairs or hobby shops in hos
pitals of the Veterans Administra
tion, although many have been em
ployed at special poppy workrooms
maintained by the Auxiliary in sev
eral states. With more than 1,500
Korean War veterans now in vet
erans hospitals, it. is probable that
some of the poppies this year have
been made by men disabled in that
conflict, as well as by World War
veterans.
To men who have been confined
to the hospitals for months or even
years, the work is a godsend. It
fills the long, monotonous hospital
hours with an interesting activity,
keeping hands and minds busy and
turning thoughts away from self.
The experience of being able to do
something useful again sometimes
changes the veteran's whole atti
tude. Some apparently hopeless
cases have been started on the
road to recovery by making poppies.
Poppy Day this year in Rockland
will be observed Saturday, May 10
by Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit.
The poppies have been made at
the Veterans Administration at
Togus, where the Maine Depart
ment of the American Legion Aux
iliary directs the poppy-making
work. The materials are supplied
by the Auxiliary, and the veterans
are paid regularly out of Auxiliary
funds. Everyone who wears a poppy
on Poppy Day helps these veterans
while honoring their fallen com
rades.

der control another blaze started
up at the rear of the Donald Crute
residence, where a crew had burned
blueberry land the day before. The
wind blew the flames toward a
swampy area and it was brought
under control quickly.
Five minutes after the engines
returned, a call came from High
street, where a field-burning opera j
tion at the rear of the George New
bert house went out of control and I
headed toward the Buttermilk Lane :
section. Part of the fire crew had
been left to watch the Cushing fires
and it was necessary’ to summon
aid from Rockland. The fire start
ed up again later, and they were
forced to return again.
Exceeding the feed limit as well
as the speed limit, makes business
for the undertaker.

People Of the Coastal Area

at a

NEW LOW PRICE
Plain colors just like Dad’s—
6 z 3 Rib for Fit; 100G DuPont
Nylon lor E-X-T-R-A Wear.
Sizes 7 to 19
Maize, Lt. Blue, Camel, Navy.
Maroon, Dk. Green and Brown

75c each

The Black Cat
By the Roving Reporter

They have tough times in Alaska
during the Winter season. Joe
Kelley sends me an illustrated
newspaper showing what railroading
is like at 72 below. Pictures show
drifts that make our recent bliz
zard drifts look like rabbit track
ing.

Mrs. Grace Young of Union and ! thing necessary to start her home
her four youngsters are sure that again in a four room apartment in ! A souvenir postcard from San
Francisco, sent by "Duke" Louthe good neighbor policy prevails Camden where she has been prom raine
represents
“Fisherman's
in the Coastal Area. Burned out of ised employment.
wharf,” described as a must for
Mrs. Young plans on writing each every visitor to that city. It look*
their home last Wednesday and left
without a thing in the way of shel and every donor personally, thank- very attractive, but I can’t help
ter, food, clothing, household fur ing them for their kindness in her i wondering If it does as much business as the fish wharves on the
nishings or cash, they are today time of need.
-----------------Crockett's Point waterfront. And
well on their way to being re-estab
s-.
J k 1
A A on : 1 also wonder
the transplanted
lished in a new home.
OOOQ IN6WS, /V\6n i Rockland boy wouldn’t like to be
An appeal on behalf of the 35------, back for a few moments and gosslo
year-old Union mother of her four
youngsters, ranging from eight to Good Suits For $40 In the 1 with the boys around Park street
Fall—That's Today's
corner13 years of age, was published in
The Courier-Gazette last Thurs- i
Word
A reader calls my attention to
day.
'
------This morning, Curtis Payson of . The price of your next Falls suit the fact that T. Raymond Pierce—
Union, who made their need known
je easier on the budget than hailed as a Bowdoin College trustee
to this newspaper, said that the re- last Fail 11 couiti
easy —was a graduate of Colby College,
sponse has been most generous.
calling distance of pre-Korean pri- Although it develops that he waa
Furniture has been trucked to her ces- Some men s suit mak€rs aJe temporarily enrolled at Bowdoin,
new home in Camden and a stove even
the return of t e A good man, wherever you put him.
and refrigerator are in the offing.
Some $200 in cash has been raised
through donation boxes set up in
Union and East Union stores. Some
has come from organizations and
individuals direct to Mrs. Young.
Enough clothing to outfit moth-,
er and children have been left at
collection centers which were an-;
nounced Thursday; all ln the right
sizes too. Stores have given new j
clothing while householders across
the county have shared their bed
ding and household linens with the
family.
She now has practically every-

g°°d HO retail suit
Price °f worsted U COnUng
down to about what it was before
the Korean war started—most of
the important mills have now cut
back prices to that level. (The $40
suit would be from a mixture worst
ed first priced at 13.80 a yard, cut
ln January to $3.72‘2 and thia
Summer to be delivered at $3.40.)
And the garment workers union
agrees not to ask for higher wages
—at least not until September 15.
The effect of the last wage hike
(12 1-2 cents an hour, in November, 1950) will still be felt of course,
Labor an(J overhead are held ac.

There's no possible mistaking of
the entrances to Veazie bridge,
which divides the two abandoned
quarries at the head of Limerock
street. The abutments have been
painted a vivid yellow.

Charles M. Lawry of Thomaston
admitted that Phyllis Moran True's
solution to the $63 problem was •
correct one but he has others. For
instance two $20 bills, nine twos and
one five. Or 29 $2 bills and one 15
bill. Next?

One year ago: Alfred C. Hock
countable for around 65 percent of ing, county commissioner, and
granite manufacturer, died suddenly
| a suit’s wholesale cost.
' The reasons for this bright price ln the Clark Island post office—
prospect: 1. The sharp drop in the The Maine Sea Products Company
One Grass Fire Took Three price of raw wool in Australia and suffered a loss of $50,000 when the
Tries To Beat Due To South Africa. 2. The sharp drop in northern end of its North End
sales and the high inventories in dock collapsed — Deaths; Apple
High Winds Of Day
the men’s clothing business, which ton, Mary Pish, 77; Camden, Lena
Grass fires and one chimney makes ‘‘promotion sales and pro F. Hatch, 84; Portland, Lawrence
blaze kept the Rockland Fire De-, motion prlces” the order of the H Hahn; Pleasantville Fred R.
partment hopping Sunday after-! day „ the wool and
in_ Hoyt.
noon. Calls for grass fires came j dustries are to be revived,
Every tax comes to a final rest
from Edward R. Moffett, 171
American Woolen, giant of the
Broadway and Edwin Witham, 106: industry, this week confirmed the on the shoulders of the ultimate
Waldo avenue.
They answered cut in worsted prices for Fall pre consumer.
three calls from Witham's as high viously made by several other mills,
winds kept reviving the fire. A cuts ranging from 22 1-2 to 40 cents ual clothes and hold the buying
call also came from Thomaston to a yard. It was the second cut since of suits to a minimum.
fight a grass fire there. A chimney the Fall line first opened.
fire at the home of Frank Crouse,
The wool clothing industry is
“THE FAMILY ALBUM”
560 Old County road was extin beset with troubles: The wide
guished.
swings in the price of raw wool So. Thomaston Grange Hall
On Saturday, the department the growing competition of syn
FRIDAY, APRIL 25
was called to Upper Pleasant thetic fibers, the price resistance 7.30 P. M.
DANCE FOLLOWING
street, which is in Thomaston and of customers, the mushrooming
Benefit Educational Club Fund
48-40
that town’s department was also tendency of men to wear more cascalled. The home of Edwin Keizer
was threatened for a time and I
slight damage was done his garage.'
Another Saturday call was from
OPENING SOON
the Boston Shoe Store at 278 Main
street where a chimney fire was
THE STEAK HOUSE INN
extinguished.

Rockland Fires

FORMERLY THE OX HORN

For Boys

GREGORY'S

I

APPEAL RESPONSE SPLENDID

Rockland Police, Sheriff’s Former Rockland Girl Leav May 16 Is the Date For
ing With Husband, Who
Winslow-Holbrook-Mer- Union Mother Of Four Re-establishing
Deputies Taking Five
Has Thailand Assign
ritt Unit
Day Course In City
ment
Home With Flood Of Gifts From the
With
Poppy
Day rapidly ap
A law enforcement officer train

day.
ing school is now in progress at
Most of the workers stayed at
the Farnsworth Museum and is
the camp over the week-end with a
kitchen crew of men from St. being attended by the entire Rock
Thomas Church of Camden pro land Police Department and deputy
viding the meals. Volunteer cooks sheriffs of the area.
The school is under the direction
were Willis Monroe, Willard Wight,
Stephen Lawton
and George of the FBI and six of their agents
will speak on various phases of
Crockett.
The camp has a large dining crime. Chief Bernard Thompson
hall to which a kitchen and sleep of the Rockland Department and
ing quarters are attached. The County Attorney Curtis Payson will
dining hall is used also as a meet also speak on phases of local en
ing hall and chapel. In addition forcement.
It is the most complete training
to the main building, there are two
smaller buildings which are used program ever undertaken here and
will last from Monday until Fri
for sleeping quarters.
day, 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. daily. Angles
Mass was said at 7JO Sunday
of police work which will be dis
morning by Rev. Craig for the vol
cussed and described are report
unteers, before an altar built into
writing, local laws on arrest and
the main hall.
seizure, public relations, FBI juris
The establishing of a camp is
diction, traffic responsibility, eviunder the direction of the Lay
| dence and its identification, riots,
men’s Committee of the diocese. In
searches, raids, interviews and inthe future, it is hoped that
j terrogations and investigative probbuildings will be added which will
i lems.
accommodate increasing numbers
Thomaston Police Chief George
of children for two week periods
j Shaw will cover the Rockland sta
in the Summer.
tion from 8 a. m. to 2 p. m. daily
It is planned to hold two 14-day ; so that the Rockland force may
camping sessions in July. Boys will attend as many sessions as possible.
be in camp for a two-week period
with selected camp officials ln
charge, as w-ell as leaders from the
parishes The girls' camp will fol
low and be operated the same
Children from 9 to 14 years of
! age will be taken In groups of 25
i for the two-week periods. They
may come from any parish in the
diocese. Especial efforts will be
made to accommodate those who
I come under Rev. Craig's program
The annual installation of offi
i known as ‘"Church School By Mail"
j which he carries on for children in cers of B'nai B’rith will be held
RUMMAGE SALE
I isolated areas where there is no Thursday at the Thorndike Hotel
I church or priest.
with dinner being served at 6.30,
Saturday, April 26
9.30 A. M.
The work will continue in com- followed by the ceremonies.
METHODIST CHURCH
, ing week-ends until the camp is
Incoming officers are: President
Auspices W. S. C. S.
ready for use as a diocesan center
Harry
Gerrish; vice president, Sol
49-50 by early July.
Sulkowitch; recording secretary,
Sidney Segal; treasurer. Allan Gor
|^“YOU CAN GET TICKETS AT THE DOOR’
don; monitor, Sam Small inner
guard. Abraham Small; custodian,
FOR THE
Meredith Dondis. Trustees of the
CONGO TURKEY PIE SUPPER
organization are LawTence Miller,
Isadore Poust and Maurice Stein.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, AT 6.30
Sam Savitt retires from the

The Episcopal churchmen of
Maine are embarked on a project
at Megunticook Lake which will
eventually provide a boys and girls
Summer camp for the diocese and
a conference center for clergy and
laity.
The camp and tract of some 70
acres of land ln the town of Linoolnville, owned by St. Thomas
Church of Camden has been made
available to the diocese. Rev Haig
Nargesian, rector ot St. Thomas
la heading the project of road con
struction and camp re-bullding
with the labor being provided by
volunteers from several parishes
Working with Nargesian is Rev
Herbert S. Craig of Jefferson, rural
mls6ioner for the Diocese of Maine
Both priests are enthusiastic over
the possibilities of the camp and
the response by the men of the
church In volunteering for the task.
Saturday and Sunday, upwards of
40 men from parishes in Camden.
Augusta, Bangor, Gardiner, Lisbon
Palls. Jefferson, Damariscotta, Wis
casset and Rockland were on the
job. They contributed not only
their personal labors and knowl
edge but heavy equipment for road
bulldtng which greatly speeded the
work.
Two-fifths of a mile of road
leading from the main highway to
the camp was rebuilt over the week
end. Others worked at the camp,
preparing it for use this Summer
and readying boats for service. In
all. eight-tenths of road must be
built. However, the worgt section
was completed Saturday and Sun-

Going To Bangkok Poppy Day Coming

Cooks, and dishwashers too, are necessary around camp. Above, three men of St.
Thomas parish who took on those duties over the week-end: left to right are, George
Crockett, Willard Wight and William Monroe. Workers said they really turned out
excellent chow with baked ham and boiled lobsters on the menu.

DEMOLAY’S PRODUCTION
"JOURNEY'S END"
by R. C. Sheriff, an English war play in three acts
Presented by

THOMASTON LIONS CLUB
Wednesday April 30

Watts Hall - Thomaston
75c Plus Tax

Curtain 8.15

Lions
Benefit Dance

COMPLETELY REDECORATED
Under the Management of the

Glover Hall, Warren

Bay View Hotel of Rockland

FRIDAY EVENING
APRIL 25

TEL. WISCASSET 259

Music by
THE HAWA1IANAIRES
Admission 60c

49-50

PAUL L. ZAFIRIOU, Prop.
Available for Parties and Banquets
Capacity over 200

Fun To Collect

Ice Leaving Lakes

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

But Read What An Authority
Has To Say On the
Subject
Its fun for a collector to collect,
but does the end ever justify the
trouble and oftimes the expense?
Edwin V Mitchell asks:
‘Collecting antiques as he under
stands it today is a relatively new
thing and begun at the time of the
celebration of the 109th anniversary
of American Independence in 1876,
at Philadelphia This being an in
ternational affair and American
historical relics Aiming the ma
terial progress of the people of the
colonies it awakened their pride
and interest Towns began to have
observances of their anniversary's
and have brief histories written.
“This was fortunate because it is
from these brief histories that the
present day collector occasionally
delves into to find out about the
makers of many of the early pieces
In looking through these early
town histories curiosity is often
aroused by odd paragraphs that
give clues to the workmanship of
these early makers of chairs, tables,
cradles, sleighs settees and other
early pieces Particular communi
ties or locations had always some
Jack at all trades who was profi
cient in something usaible and lat
er much sought after. The first an
tique collections and collectors in
the modern sense were New Eng
landers.
One pioneer was Dr Irving Lyon,
Connecticut who wrote a book in
1871 which is a best on early Col
onial Furniture and Connecticut
was a treasure house of carved
woodwork of the 17th century.
At that time collecting was of
historic relics, not much attention
being paid to old survivals of Am
erican craftsmanship of folk art
During the horse and buggy age
most of the "old" in the attic was
called “rubbldge" and was plenti
ful.

"In 1918 after World War I came
an interest and shops began to op
en. The magazine Antiques was
published and in 1924 the Metropol
itan Museum opened period rooms
“In 1028 the first antique show
was held in New York (now An
tique Shows are the rage.) After
World War I interest sort of died
out but has been revived. One can
find books in almost any library to
gain knowledge from Collectors
are sometimes particular but most
people are collectors of some sort
and things are acquired whether
needed or not and there is hardly a
person who has not a collection of
something. It is human instinct to
collect and people do collect the
oddest things
“One can understand a person
collecting bottles but some col
lections of common and uncom
mon things are beyond the ordinary
mind. It is further said that New
Englanders are the most avid col
lectors of these cpmmon or un
common things which belonged to
their ancestors.
"There is a difference between a
collector and the owner of a col
lection. A collector is proud of dis
covery, the true collector is proud
of his collection and proud of pos
session.
“New England is the oldest sec
tion of the United States and the
first place where permanent settle
ments were established and because
of that has a strong attraction for
people interested in the past. It's
here where American things come
and where many treasures have
been found. Some people have no
use for antiques, will have none
around, their idea is for strictly
modern and they are intolerant of
anything else, yet through style
they admire what was originated by
the Shakers of New England and
not machine or mass made either.
"Our ancestors were really for
tunate, their work was made by
hand, simple and natural, careful
work. They were never unduly am
bitious for change. Here in New
England were made the early things
necessary to a useful life and for
tunate indeed is the collector who
comes across some early made piece
that represents the work of ances
tors and learns of its use to them.
“Here is a list of what people
may collect in these days of collec
tion; glass hats, china cats, bells,
snuff boxes, butter molds, buttons,
shaving mugs or fans, pistols and
pipes, iron trivets, door knockers,

STATE OF MAINE
CAR
INSPECTION

During April!

Drive in Early
Avoid the Rush

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
26-31 KANKIN ST.,

SOCKLAND

________43, 44 i 46, 47 <k 48
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And the Fishing Conditions
Should Be Good the Cur Gulf and American Legion Teams Will
First Hand Impressions Of the Soviet
rent Week-End
Republic Given By One Of Them
Clash At Community Building
Old Man Winter is dying a lin

[EDITORIAL]
HE S A GOOD SPORT
In face of his repeated defeats in the Presidential pri
maries former Gov. Harold Stassen continues to be a good
sport Success of the Republican party in the November
election claims top priority in his opinion. He admits freely
that he is campaigning more strongly for this objective
than any hope of his own nomination. He is not. he admits,
a Taft supporter, and what strength he has accumulated
is not likely to be thrown for the Ohio candidate

gering death in Maine but his icy
grip is lossening and fishing activ
ity will Increase this week-end.
The Maine Development has the
following list of open water lakes
from The Warden Division:
Sebago Lake is all free of ice ex
cept an area near Sebago Lake
Station and this may be out by
publication time. Landlocked sal
mon have been hitting fairly well,
according to Warden George Briggs
Naples Briggs adds that brook
fishing in that area also has been
up to average.
Warden Supervisor Charles Head
Augusta, announces ice-out in these
Knox County ponds: Megutlcook
Lake. Camden; Alford Pond. Hope:
Chickawaukie
Lake,
Rockland;
Crawford Pond, Union; Sennebec
Pond, Union; Lermond's Pond,
Hope and Iron Pond. Washington.
In Lincoln County, Damariscotta
Lake. Jefferson and Biscay Pond,
! Damariscotta, also are ice free.
Supervisor Raymond Morse, Ells
worth, has these open
waters:
Jones Pond, Gouldsboro; Lily Pond
Deer Isle; Woods Pond. Blue Hill;
Walkers Pond. Brooksville; Long
Pond, Mount Desert; Echo Lake,
Mt Desert; Eagle Lake, Mt. De
sert; Tunk Pond, Township 10,
Sullivan; Flanders Pond and IJttle
Tunk. Sullivan; Abrams and Little
Webb Ponds. Eastbrook; Georges
Pond,
Franklin:
Narrarguagus
Lake. T 10, Franklin; Great Pond,
Franklin; Molasses Pond, Eastbrook
and Billings Pond, Blue Hill.
Still further East in Maine, Su
pervisor Lloyd dark, Calais, an
nounces ice out of Bog Lake, Northfield and Gardiner Lake. East Ma
chias.
*
Long Pond ln the Belgrades has
about 30 acres of open water at this
writing. Elsewhere in southern and
coastal Maine ponds are breaking
up fast and some already are fish
able.
Under a new law, passed by thc
recent Legislature,
streams in
Maine stocked with legal fish may
be closed for a period up to three
weeks. Dated signs will be posted on
such streams as they are stocked
this Spring.

THE LEVEES HELD
The cities of Omaha and Council Bluffs staged a vic
torious battle against the surging Missouri, and within a
few days conditions will have assumed something like their
normal state But there are still many communities down
the line which continue to lend an anxious eye on the tower
ing crest of the Mississippi, and many hundreds still likely
to take to higher ground, leaving home and belongings to the
angry waters The flood situation may not have been quite
so bad as some of the newspapers have portrayed it, but
th« property loss has been almost without computation.

A MILLION MORE WOMEN
The population of Italy has increased five million in the
past 15 years, but alas for masculine supremacy—there are a
million more women than men in that country. To be a
bachelor under such conditions is putting a man in some
thing of the same category that he was placed in the first
World War.

USES STRONG LANGUAGE
Down this way one doesn't hear much about the can
didacy of Henry M Boyker, gubernatorial aspirant, yet he's
not doing any pussyfooting. The other night he spoke to
Penobscot County women and is said to have declared that
the 95th Legislature was composed of 50 members who drank
rum 24 hours a day. 50 who ketp running to the department
heads and State officials for instructions on how to vote,
and 50 who were down-to-earth lawmakers. He will lose
at least 50 votes if the alleged tiplers can identify them
selves.

ARBOR DAY FRIDAY
There's at least one Maine holiday which endures—as
it fully should—and that’s Arbor Day. It comes on Friday
of this week, according to Gov. Payne's proclamation He
says: “At this time of year when we are all conscious of
the beauty surrounding us, and desire to do our part to help
nature, it is only fitting," Payne said, “that we plant appro
priate shrubs and trees, to not only add to our landscape
but to aid our economic growth."

FIGHT TO THE FINISH
Nor are all who flock to the Eisenhower standard
hero worshippers, lured by the glamor of military brass
The practical politicians behind the General are for the
pulling power of his name at the head of the ticket, on which
they or their friends will be running for national, state and
county offices next Fall.
The more disinterested of the General's supporters are
for him because he has had a unique training as an ap
prentice in the leadership toward a world organization for
peace. The main line of cleavage between Eisenhower and
Taft and throughout the Republican party is between the
old nationalism represented by the Senator and the new
internationalism represented by the General, by Gov. War
ren and Mr. Stassen.
That is why thc contest for the nomination is a twosided rather than a three-cornered fight. The issue is too
grave for the usual parade of dark horses and stalking horses
in a deadlocked convention. The division in the Republican
party is too serious for a compromise on a stooge of the boys
in a' smoke-filled room at Chicago next July. It looks now
like a fight to the finish, not so much between two men as be
tween two ideas, so widely divergent as not to be easily
compromised.—Jajnes Morgan in the Boston Sunday Globe.

Mr. Clauson Says
Straightens Income Tax
Payers On Important
Matters
The following statement has been
released by Collector of Internal
Revenue. Clinton A. Clauson.
It is possible that there may still
be some misunderstanding of one
aspect of reorganization Plan No. 1
of 1952. I refer to the matter of
location of the new offices of Deputy
District Commissioners, and the
facilities available to taxpayers at
these offices for handling their Fedr
eral tax business. It should be em
phasized that one of the primary
objectives of Reorganization Plan
No. 1 is to make it easier for citi
zens generally to carry on their
business with the Internal Revenue
Service. Thus means that offices
will be located with a view to the
convenience of taxpayers, and that
each office will provide as many
types of service as possible to the
tax-paying public. The result will
be substantial benefits—and with
out any offsetting losses—in the 1
matter ot public convenience.
I have been assured by Commis
sioner John B. Dunlap that there
is no intention of moving out of a
state any tax function or service
now available to the people of that
State. On the contrary, Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 1 contemplates tliat
no citizen of any State will ever
dolls, book plates, bottles, inkstands and lamps, hair pins and hat
pins also many other odds and ends
besides pitchers,
mugs, plates,
china teapots, bootjacks and bed
steads also tinware clocks and
taster cover a wide field for the
collector.
Clara Overlock

THERMOPANE WINDOWS
Charles H. Farley
44 Ocean View Road
Cape Elizabeth. Tel. P’tiand 2-1782
48-S&T-55

have to travel beyond boundaries
of his State to settle any tax mat
ter before the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.
There will be established an
office of Deputy District Commis
sioner in every’ city in which a Col
lector's office now located. There
will be brought together, under the
Deputy District Commissioner’s
office, the present office of the Col
lector, the Internal Revenue Agent
in Charge, the Special Agent in
Charge, and the District Supervisor
of the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax
Division. There will also be in the
same city, but not accountable to
the Deputy District Commissioner,
a branch office (or represenative
of the Appellae Division to hear
finally for the Commissioner of In
ternal Revenue the appeals of all
tax cases in that area. Therefore,
every tax service over which the
Bureau of Internal Revenue has
jurisdiction will be physically lo
cated in Augusta and fully available
to the citizens of Maine.
In addition to the 64 DeputyDistrict Commissioners’ offices, the
Plan also provides for up to 25 Dis
trict Commissoners' offices. These
offices will exercise general admin
istrative supervision over the offices
of the Deputy District Commis
sioners Other than for New York
City and Chicago, the locations of
these offices have not yet been
fixed, but are shortly to be deter
mined.
From the standpoint of service
to the people, the precise location
of the District Commissioner's
office is not nearly as important as
that of the Deputy District Com
missioner's office, for the reason
that there will be little or no occa
sion for personal contact between
the office of the District Commis
sioner and the taxpayer. Moreover,
from the standpoint of personnel
involved, there will be many more
employes in the Deputy District
Commissioners' offices than there
will be at the headquarters offices
of the District Commissioners.
Every resident of Augusta, Maine,
and the collection district may be
GOOD SUPPLY
MOST SIZES
Cheek With Ua First

DRILLERS SINCE 1912
TeL Dark Hbr 74-X
M-tt

I

BICKNELL MFG. CO.
PHONF. ROCKLAND 360

XJ-tf

1 string totals of over 1000. Daniel
son is high for Gulf with 13 pins
less than 1000. Legion in individual
scores and in team totals, has
shown a slight edge in strength.
However, before drawing conclu
sions, remember that both teams
have players capable of bowling
“hot” strings. The question is,
which players of which team will
go "hot.”
Below is shown the way the teams
are expected to line up tonight and
their totals made through 10 string
of roll off bowling at this point.
Legion

Harlow
Melvin
Benner
Raymond
Hobbs
Totals

464
448
449
516
519
2396
Gulf
477
450
500
486
480
2393

Hopkins
Hallowell
Colby
Sleeper
Danielson
Totals

492
478
459
480
508
2426

956
926
908
1005
1027
4822

475
451
454
451
507
2338

952
SOI
954
937
987
4731

LOOKS LIKE THE DUCKS
Bowling Season On Vinalhaven Alleys
Will Close This Week

The Field Of Sports

centage and managed to take the
first string by 31 pins, but their
first string was their best one and
the sting went out of the other two
as they slipped down while the
Ducks went up. The Ducks took
the second by 15 pins and in the
third turned on the heat to bowl a
41 team total and win the match
by 28 pins Poole's 113 in his last
string, and his total of 301 were
the best for the evening while Cap
tain Wymie led his team and
placed second with his 282. Cap
tain Ducky is out of town at pres
ent but Pole as second will run
the team to the finish.
Each team has one more game
to play the coming week and a
study of the standing below re
veals that if the Ganders can take
all four points from the Ducks
whom they meet on Monday night
they can win and they must take
three to tie. The Worms have a
chance to land in second place if
they can take enough points from
the Pirates to beat out the Gan
ders As usual, the its, ands and
buts figure very prominently in all
the forecasts and nothing can be
settled until it is settled.
Score, Worms vs. Ducks:
Worms—Grimes 235. Johnson 267,
Mills 231. Sanborn 265, Wymie 282,
total 1280
Ducks—MacDonald 218. Drew 258,
Nelson 259, Poole 301. Shields for
Ducky 272, total 1308.
Games
Points
W. L.
W. L.
Ducks
8 6
31 25
Ganders
8 6
29 27
5 9
Worms
28 28
24 32
Pirates
7 7

^HARDWARE
WEEK

values on NATIONALLY KNOWN quality

assured that the objective of the i
re-organization ot the Internal1
Revenue Service under Plan No. 1 j
is to provide more, rather than less,
service to the taxpayers.

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little os

t wimv
DOWN FAVMfMT

hardware. Nine bargain days... shop and save
now on all kinds of hardware, housewares.

10 QT. GALVANIZED PAIL,
6 GAL. GALVANIZED GARBAGE CAN.
21 GAL. GALVANIZED ASH CAN,
Special Lot FLAT WALL PAINT,
GARDEN HOE,
STRONG SPADING FORK,

$ .69
2.19
3.95
gal. 2.60
1.65
2.35

ALL KINDS OF GARDEN TOOLS, SEEDS,
FERTILIZERS, Etc.

BITLER CAR *
GOOD ’ VKAH

HOME SUPPLY
470 Main SL
Rockland, Me.
TeL 877

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
MAIN STREET.

(By Mary HaU)

One newspaper man told us one
amusing thing. At the hotel where
he lived the roof leaked badly. So
he sat in bed with a blanket around
him to keep warm and an umbrella
ovet his head to keep his head
dry while he typed his stories, but
they had to be very pleasant stories.
Of course we didn’t see Stalin.
Some of the cruise members dined
with Ambassador William C. Bul
litt, however.
At the southern end of the Red
Square is St. Basil's Cathedral,
fantastic and beautiful. It is one
of the most famous examples of
Russian architecture.
Ivan the
Terrible had it built in 1564. be
cause of the taking of Kazan. He !
wanted a church that was unqiue
and different from Babylon To
make sure that it remained unique
he blinded the architect with a
hot iron. It is an amazing church
with its many colored domes, mina
rets and spires. Now it Ls un
touched by the Soviet for it is an
attraction for the tourists.
To the north is a modern Gothic
building, that was once the home
of the Bishop of Moscow. It is
now a historical museum and
looks it.
That's the Red Square, Peter's
Red Square and now Lenin, Red
Square. Modern, ugly, lovely, fan
tastic and ancient. It’s the parade
ground of the Red Army. Twice
a year in May and November, a
million trained soldiers with tanks,
guns, and Siberian ponies march
through the Square, and the bomb
planes roar above and planes, like
V-shaped geese, on the wing, fly
above the square Roaring like a
mighty river, wave on wave from
noon to dusk they move on A place
of power in the Red Square.
Red Square—Russian Heart

“Why is it called Red Square,
when it isn’t red, isn’t squaTe. but
oblong?"
Red is the color of beauty and
life in Russia, where white is death
and cold Red is beauty and life
and sun. but white is ice and snow.
Some people think its Red Square,
because red is the color of blood,
and well they might, since its
cobbles have stunk and dripped
with blood, more blood than that
other place called Place of Con
cord, (where women of Parts sat
knitting and watched the guillotine,
watched the heads fall in the bas
ket and blood, trickle down to the
Seine.
No trickle of blood in Moscow’s
Place, but a rushing stream."
Red Square took its name cen
turies ago frofn the execution of

outfield and right up the back
stop.
The first work-out is planned
for Sunday, May 4. a practice game
called that day at 2.30 p. m. pre
ceded by batting practice. Watts
expects to pitch Jimmy Halligan
against George Bosser for a few
innings, and then put in Wayne
A Warren Bee
Havener and Foster Robinson, af
ter the first two have finished.
Next Sunday Will See Acti The Warren Tigers are dated
I
for a Sunday game. May 11 with
vities On the Baseball
the State Prison nine in Thomas
Diamond
ton. All players are asked to bc
Weather permitting next Sunday, at the main gate of the prison at
Alden M. Watts of Thomaston 1145 a. m. that day for an early
manager of the Warren Tigers afternoon game.
Baseball team, says that work will
get underway on the diamond and
field here to get it in shape for
the season. A bee of those interest
ed will start between 9 and 9.30
a. m. to haul off rocks, fill in
washouts on the diamond, roll the

The Ducks’ Chance
Camden and Thomaston also
Coming through in the pinch en
swung into activity in preparation
for the season opening May 1. abled the Ducks to take three out
Neither has been outdoor prior to of four from the Worms on Wed
this week. A Little League meeting nesday night and give them a good
is scheduled again for Wednesday chance to cop the championship
night at the tower room and all , with any kind of average bowling.
The Worms were out for thc perclub committees engaged in league
plans are asked to be present. A
schedule of tryouts will be set up 1 an end, except for the annual
if possible, and the loose ends banquet. Rockport would hold its
caught up if possible There was basketball banquet Saturday night,
no word as to who would replace and word from Castine is that
Dave Buchanan and the effect of Rockland's Dean Deshon had been
his leaving on the Little League named this year’s captain of the
was as y|t unknown.
Maine Maritime baseball team
At Rockport Ted Richards was there, a somewhat unusual honor
busy drawing up a schedule for the for a Junior.
Little Knox League whose members '
arc also Warren, Union, and St. ’
George. He said that Rockport |
had yet to get outdoors. St. George
has won the flag in this circuit
three years running and they :
seemed the favorites this time out ;
also, based on returning veterans. ’
April 17 through 26
Elsewhere on the sport scene
i the
Gulf-Legion
championship I
A yearly selling event that brings you special
match ls scheduled for Tuesdaynight to bring the kegling year to .

PIPE

LEWIS HERBERT ft SON

Swinging into the final fray of
the post season roll offs in the
Community League time is found
for a quick review of the contend
ing teams.
The championship
match is
scheduled for tonight at the Com
munity Building between the Gulf
and American Legion teams. Gulf
reached the finals by defeating
Post Office No 1 and Independents
earlier in the roll offs Legion won
over MCRR and Shells to gain the
final round.
A look at the players records
during the roll off matches to date
might lead one to speculate over
the outcome of tonights tussle. If
one could depend strictly upon the
figures scored during this series by
the contending players perhaps a
nod might be given the Legion five
to win the League crown.
Legion, in its 10 strings against
its two previous roll-off opponents,
felled a total of 4822 pins. Gulf had
91 fewer pins, or 4731, in winning
their two matches Legion has two
men, Raymond and Hobbs, with 10

The Pirates lived up to their
name when they unexpectedly up
set the Ganders and from the looks
of things spoiled their chances of
winning the championship cup for
this season.
,
The Pirates took three points out
of four and this, with a duplicate
performance by the Ducks on the
Worms on Wednesday makes the
going exceedingly rough for the
Gander boys.
It wasn't that the Pirates were
so good that they took the three
points, but rather that the Ganders
were so bad they gave them away,
for the scores of both teams were
much lower than average. With
Harold Arey's 265 as high for the
Ganders and Shildes' 264 for the
Pirates, team totals were far from
impressive, but points are won and
Diamonds Are Drying and lost on the figures, so matter how
the School Teams Are small they are.
Knowing that Sparky Adams
Warming Up
does not read this colunm (some of
By Bob Mayoi
his bowling companions claim he
As school started up again after can’t read I we feel we can mention
the week's vacation period, fine his first string of 67 and not bring
weather and drying diamonds gave too much shame upon his bowed
promise of activity in baseball all J
head, and also knowing that Mike
over the county. Here in Rockland Williams does peruse these same
the squad practiced at Schofield- reports we would like to mention
White park Monday but expected
his last string of 68, because we
to go on the Community Park dia
feel it only fair to the sporting
mond for the rest of the week as
public for them to know that Mike
the grounds there had dried
bowls some small strings once in
greatly.
a while regardless of what Mike
Rockland was still trying to line j
tells them.
up games outside of thc Knox-Lin
Pirates—Bickford 255, Williams
coln League, but Larry Plummer
251, Peacock 246, Peterson 249,
said no definite commitments had
been made. There was a possibility Shields 264, total 1265.
Ganders—Adams 233, Johnson
that Waldoboro would be played in
for
Smith, 246. Rae 244. Loveless
a practice game toward the end of
251, H Arey 265, total 1239.
af the week.

tmt
ARTESIAN WELLS

ROCKLAND GIRLS IN RUSSIA

THE CRUCIAL GAME TONIGHT

TELEPHONE 20

THOMASTON, MAINE

Steuka Rarin. He was the first
great Russian revolutionist and a
Cossack pandit. He was executed
before the eyes of the Tzar who sat
in the gallery of the huge clock^
tower which is still topped with the
golden eakle and the imperial
crewn.

.

Formerly when entering the Red
Square, you had to pass through a
two-towered gate, between the two
archway's, stood1 the little chapel
with the famous icon. This icon was
a painted picture of the Virgin and
the Holy infant, a copy of an 8th
century orgin&l from- a Russian
monastery of Mt. Atlas. The copy
w’as brought to Moscow in 1648 It
became Most0"’’5 most profitable
icon as it took in $50,000 per year
from petty offerings. There were
two million dollars worth of gems,
in the Madonna’s gown. She wu f
taken to pomes to bless marriages
and heal the sick Money was paid
for every visit. People would crawl
upon their knees to kiss the frame
of the Madonna
The highest of the Kremlin por
tals is the tower over the Redeem
er's Gate. Over this gate there
used to be an icon, a portrait of
the Redeemer. Today, as before,
the dominating object in the Krem
lin is the great, white tower, 270
feet high
Within is one bell
weighing 64 tons and many smal
ler bells. Two are of silver and
have supremely sweet tones.
The ringing of these bells wasg
answered by the chorus of all the
bells of Holy Moscow. The cele
bration of the Russian Bister was
once magnificent. Now the bells
are silent, as religion in any form,
ts a thing of the past. Another
bell, one of the greatest In the
world, will never ring again. It is
the Czar of bells, weighs 440,000
pounds and is 19 feet high, and was
cast in 1553. The cannon, weigh
ing 40 tons is also silent.
The Soviet has destroyed many
things that gave color and picturesquenei’s to the Kremlin of the
past. Gone are the Convent of the
Ascension, the red-walled Monas->(
tery of the Miracles, and the memo
rials to '-he murdered Alexander H.
They have spared the three mot
important of the Kremlin Churches
near the Ivan Tcwer. The Cathe
dral of the Assumption is where
all the Czars were crowned and the
Nokva River still flows below thc
Kremlin walls.
There is a stone tribune lately
erected under the Kremlin wall,
here are the graves of the first
president of the USSR., Sverdlov.
the American, John Reed and other
leading communists.
Again We i?°t fired and bored see
ing new Russia and told our girl
guide we would like to see more of,'
Russia’s
past.
Again, Rollin
Kirby, the famous cartoonist, was
with us and he persuaded her to
take us to John Reed’s grave. We
wanted to see has grave because of
Mabel Dodge Terhan. He was also
a great friend of our Waldo Pierce.
Amlba*.ador Bullitt, married the
widow of John Reed. Mr. Bullitt
had been with John Reed in Rus
sia and so when he went back as
ambassador, many thought that he
was in sympathy with the com
munists.
(To be continued)
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TALK OF THE TOWN
Pleasant Valley Orange will meet
Tuesday in the G A R. Hall when
April 22—Colby Alumni Banquet, the First and Second Degrees will
6.30, Hotel Rockland.
be conferred on a large clas6 of
April 22—Co’by College Alumni din candidates
ner meeting at Hotel Rockland
April 25—High School Auditorium,
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne, D. D.
“Citizens' View of '52"
former pastor of the First Baptist
April 25—Arbor Day.
April 25—The Rockland League of Church in this city, will be guest
Women Voters of Rockland Open speaker Thursday at the 25th an
Porum. Rockland High School
niversary of the Parish House for
130 p. m.
April 25—Bangor Chapter Order of Immanuel Baptist Church in Port
DeMolay presents
"Journey's land. Doctor Browne Is the execu
End," Bangor City Hall.
tive director of the division of
April 26—Annual Vinalhaven re
the
union in Portland, 163 Glenwood Christian Publications of
American Baptist Convention This
avenue.
April 27—Daylight Saving Begins
position places him as overseer of
April 27—Maine State Hairdressers' 117 publications. To many Sunday
Association Dinner and meeting.
church school leaders and teachers
1.30 p. m.. Hotel Rockland.
April 30—Thomaston Lions' Club he is known as the editor of Bap
presents "Journey's End,” Watt's tist Leader He founded and directs
Hall.
the Christian Editors' and Writers'
April 30—Film Council meets at
Conference and the Judson Writers
Farnsworth Museum.
May 1—Big Band Jamboree at League.
Community Building.
Frank G. Avantaggie, Jr., of
May 5 and 6—Fourth annual Lions
Minstrel Show.
Waldoboro, was recently elected to
May 7-10—Maine Congress of Par the Cum Laude Society, National
ent-Teacher Convention in Port
Honor Society of Independent
land
May 9—Educational Club meets at Schools. He is a student at Kents
Universalist Church Public sup Hill School.
per at 630 p. m.
May 9—The annual Rubin.'teln
The Rotary Club has listened to
Conoert at the Congregational
many illustrated travel talks in its
Church.
May 10—American Legion Auxili long career but it is doubtful if ev
ary's Poppy Day.
er one has been more enjoyed by
Miy 11 Mother’s Day
the group than that by Ed Cutting
May 12—Clean-Up Week in Maine, on Friday. Mr. Cutting not only
designated by Gov. Frederick C.
presented a perfectly amazing wis
Payne
May 17 — Eastern Maine Music dom in his choice of subjects for
Festival at University of Maine. his movies, but he added up-to-the
Maj' 21-22—League of Women Vot minute sound and projection equip
ers of Maine Council Meting at
ment starting from the Farrell Line
the Farnsworth Museum.
May 22—At Warren, the Spring pier in New York he took his hear
Concert by Warren Village Sing ers on a Farrel steamer to Cape
ers.
town, the longest non-stop steamer
May 23—Annual Girl Scout Awards.
run in the world, some 7,000 miles.
Community Building.
May 29—'Musical Minstrels at Le His story on the scenery, people,
gion Home.
customs, animal and industrial
June 13-15—Annual Encampment angles was extremely well present
of V-F W. in Rockland.
ed It was evident from the pic
June 14—-Flag Daytures that Mrs. Cutting is equally
June 15—Father's Day
June 22—State of Maine Day at as good a traveller as her husband
for they shared the many pleasant
Braves Field, Boston
June 22—Camp Tanglewood opens adventures of the journey.
July 2-6—U S Camera Magazine
Tour at Rangeley
BORN
July 3, 4. and 5—Thomaston’s "In
Conway
—
At
Knox H ispital, April
dependence Day” celebration.
22, to Mr. and Mr.s. Raymond E.
July 4—Independence Day
July 4-12—World’s Championship Conway, a daughter.
Orff—At Knox Hospital, April
Tuna Harpoon Derby, Orr’s Island
18. to Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Orff,
and Bailey’s Island.
a
son
—'Lewis Kendall.
July 11-12—Maine Broiler Days at
Sallinen—At Knox Ho pital April
Belfast.
July 26-Aug. 2—International Re 16. to Mr. and Mrs. Walpas Salli
gatta and Water Sports Festival nen, a daughter—Barbara Lillian.
Hudson—At Kr.ox Hospital. April
at Boothbay Harbor
19, to Mr. and Mts. Charles Hudson
Aug. 18-23—Union Fair.
West Rockport, a -on—Larry
Aug ' 20—(Maine’s Three-quarter of
Charles.
Century Club at the Uir.vcrsity of
Maine, Orono.
MARRIED
July 20-26—Waterville celebrates Its
Cooper-Stickney—At Woodfords
sesquicentennial year.
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter April 18, Douglas Keniston Cooper
cf Rockland and Miss Virginia
centennial
Aug 1-2-3—Maine Lobster & Sea Stickney cf W< odfords —By Dr.
Frederick H Thompson and Dr.
foods Festival.
John Smith Lowe.

Coming Events

Rockland Encampment. I.O.O.F.
DIED
will have lunch after its meeting
Snow—At Rockland, April 18. Mrs.
Stella Whitney Snow of Rockland,
Wednesday.
age 64 years. Funeral services held
Monday from the First Baptist
Rev. Fr. Stasys Budavas, assist Church with Rev. J. Charles Mac
ant at St Bernard's Catholic Donald officiating.
Burial in
Church, this City, is on a business Achorn Cemetery
McPhee—At Lubec. April 21, Cetrip this week to New York, New
cilie V McPhee, widow of Percy L.
Jersey and Philadelphia. Fr. Bud McPhee of 28 James street. Rock
avas is a Lithuanian author of land, age 55 years. Private funeral
merit. One of his recently pub Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
lished books is "The Bell Rings.” the Russell Funeral H me, Rock
land. Interment in Achorn ceme
tery.
Austin—At Rc .-rand. April 20,
GAME PARTY
Ella Martha, widow of Aiagelon
EVERY FRIDAY
Austin, age 81 years, 11 months, 8
At 7.30 P. M.
days. Funeral Tuesday 2 p. m.
Davis
Funeral Home. 558 Main St.
TOWER ROOM
Interment in Fairview Cemetery,
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Warren.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Lewis—At Rochester. Mass., April
16-T&Th-tf
18. Mrs. Mary D. Lewis, widow of
George F. Lewis of North Haven,
age 92 years Funeral services at
3.30 this afternoon at North Haven
Baptist Church. Rev. George R
Merriam officiating.
♦44
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Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

.4 wounded sol-

di or needs
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a

Pint of your
blood more
than you do.
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MAIL ORDERS FILLED
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RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
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The Maine State Cosmetologist
Association will hold a luncheon
meeting* at the Hotel Rockland
Sunday at 1 o clock. Chairman of
the dinner is Al Plourdc. Reserva
ticiiS should be made with him. The
gubernatorial candidate will be
heard in a question and answer
forum.

MAGAZINES and

NEWSPAPERS

BY SUBSCRIPTION
Ray Sherman
47*60

ROW-*
LeB ALL

Fr. Charles F. Bennett, who has
been a patient at the Camden
Also on Monday, Harold ChadCommunity Hospital has returned Wicg 0[ gt. George was fined $10
to the rectory on Broadway and is and costs of $2.70 for having short
making a splendid recovery.
clams in his possession on April
18. The fine and costs were sus
Ma ne Outboard Racing Associa pended and he was placed on pro
! tion members from the county at bation.
tend a meeting of the organization
at Unity Sunday evening Attend
LUTHERAN CHI RCH
ing were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pe
The Women’s Society of the Holy
ters, Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. Trinity Lutheran Church will meet
Chester Stone, Owl's Head; and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Niko
Mr and Mrs. Loren Young. Rock lai Jalonen in Washington Wed
land. August 3 was announced as nesday evening, April 23, at 7.30
the date of the outboard regatta at p. m.
Chickawaukie Lake. The event will
The regular church meeting will
ocqur cn the closing day of the 1 be held on Sunci r.
April
Maine Seafoods Festival. The full, 27 at the Episcopal Church in
racing card for the Summer will. Thomaston at 7.30 p m. Ccmbe announced at the meeting of munion will be officiated. Rev.
May 11 at Unity.
Yrjo Autio will preach.
Monday devotional services will
Rockland firemen responded to to be held on April 28. Place will be
three calls Monday, all for grass announced later.
fires. The most serious was at the
Plans are underway for the
home of William Donahue at Owl's Church Fund raising. A concert
Head early in the evening. During will be given by famous piano
the afternoon calls came in from prodigy Charles Hedlund who is
Birch Street Place and Franklin appearing as soloist with Bost .an
street, but the owners were not Maestro Arthur Fiedler of the Pop
listed at either place.
Concert this June. Time and place
to be announced soon. This event
Capt. Nathan Bard of Spruce will be the musical highlight of
Head spoke before Kiwanis Mon the season. Charles Hedlund has
day evening telling of his experi been known for his musical genius
ence in 15 years with the Navy since the age of 2, and has been
submarine service. The retired na soloist in the Esplanade Concerts
val officer was, one of the Navy's conducted by Arthur Fiedler of
first submariners, being assigned Boston, and has appeared in tele
to the undersea craft at the close vision. He is 17 years old, the son
of World War 1 and remaining of Mr. and Charies Hedlund of
with them during the development Hingham, Mass. The church Fund
period of the submarine service Committee will be in charge of the
which resulted in the fleet which arrangements. Mrs. Aino Rissanen
was ready for World War 2.
chairman, Mrs. Tclka Jalonen, Mrs.
Fanny Fredori. kson and G. Salmi.

TELS. 399—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service
i-tf

B|q jURTLE TAKEN FROM POND

TWO HUNDRED DELEGATES
Will Be Chosen This Week, Including
New York's and Pennsylvania's
Backers of Senators Taft and
Gen Eisenhower will battle it out
from New York to the Rocky
Mountains this week for 200 dele
gates to the Republican presiden
tial nominating convention
Eisenhower’s
supporters
ex
pressed confidence they would pick
up a majority of the delegates and
help close the Ohio senator’s cur
rent lead A United Press tabula
tion now shows 208 delegates for
Taft and 116 for the General.
The big prizes are the 156 dele
gates to be selected in the prima
ries ln New York and Pennsylva
nia today.
In addition, New York Republi
cans will select 10 delegates-at-

The fresh water oldtimer of the turtle family is shown at Nelson
Brothers' Garage Friday afternoon where is drew many spei tators.

A giant fresh water turtle was
caught Friday afternoon by Mrs.
Ellery Nelson and Mrs. Elizabeth i
Van Fleet at Norton's Pond. The
creature weighs about 25 pounds
and is some 18 inches in length to
make him a real oldster of lake
turtles.
The two women were walking Into
camp when they spotted the big
fellow near a culvert at the end or
the pond. They managed to get
hun on dry land and onto his back.
Unable to move him, they went
back to the car and got a jack

handle which they worried ham
into biting on. The rest was easy,
Mr. Turtle took a death grip on the
handle and the ladies towed him
to the car where they did manage
to load him in the truck for the
ride to Rockland.
He is shown above with a stick
in his mouth which he refused to
let go despite all efforts to dislodge
it. Ellery Nelson displays the crea
ture which was later returned to
fresh water to continue his life as
before the time when the ladies
spotted him.

EAST FRIENDSHIP

and had been a Summer visitor here
since a young man, will be greatly
missed by all. The past few years
he has been engaged in turkey
raising.
Much sympathy we extended to
the family.

Austin Orne had an ill turn
Wednesday and was taken Friday
to Boothbay Hospital by ambulance.
Mrs. Ome accompanied him and
is staying with her sister, Mrs.
Walter Townsend at West Boothbay.
TENANT'S HARBOR
Dr. and Mrs Ralph Leonard of
Melrose, Mass., recently called on
Mrs. John Holley is making the
Easter cruise to Italy, France and
friends here.
Israel on the S23 Independence, as
Robert Armstrong
telephone operator.
This town was shocked Monday
morning to learn of the death of
Most any modern day car owner
Robert Armstrong who died at 9 will tell you it takes a big bank
o'clock Sunday night at his home roll to keep even a small car roll
in Winchester. Mass.
ing on the highways.
Mr. Armstrong and wife recent
ly returned from Italy and was ex
Tre paper and scrap collection
pected in a few days in town to at for the benefit of Catholic Women’s
tend to business affairs.
i Club will start at 7 a. m, April 24.
Bob had many friends in town. | Please have material on curb.
He was always doing a kind deed,
48* lt

large later. Pennsylvania already
has selected 10 delegates-at-large.
While neither slate of delegates
may be pledged under prevailing
law. Gov. Dewey already has
claimed all of the Empire State's
delegates for Eisenhower.
But
Taft figures he has a good chance
to wrest 10 to 20 of them away from
the General.
Taft’s outlook is considerably
brighter in Pennsylvania, whose
delegation may go to Chicago next
July split three ways, between the
Senator, Eisenhower and Gen.
MaaArthur.
Other States choosing GOP dele
gates this week Include: Louisiana
4, Arkansas 9, Colorado 18. Utah
I 14, Georgia 13 and Arizona 14.

county chairmen, when polled in a
special Institute survey last Fall,
Dr. Gallup Says Truman voted heavily against him for re
and predicted that if
Would Have Been An i nomination
Truman were the candidate the
Easier Opponent
political vote in the South would
The President’s decision not to lead to the formation of a third
party there as ln 1948
run again raises the question: with
In Institute trial heats through
Truman out, have the chances of out the South Truman fared badly
the G.O.P. improved or decreased? against such Republicans as Eisen
Survey evidence up to the pres hower and Taft.—Dr. Gallup Poll.
ent would indicate that the Presi
Attention—'Men and women, you
dent's withdrawal makes the 1952
can save up to 124.75 on a fine
race look tougher for the Republi worsted suit by placing your order
cans, not easier. There are two
now. Homeland Tailors, made to
reasons for this:
measure clothes. George F. Ryan,
1— Mr. Truman’s personal popu Thorndike Hotel.
48*it
larity, even with voters in his own
party, had declined so much in re
cent months that when he was
"Time For
matched against various GOP con
tenders in Institute “trial heats"
Spraying"
he was beaten by every one of
To be sure that your apple trees
these Republicans.
Specificaly, he was beaten by J are sprayed at the proper times;
make arrangements now (or . , .
Eisenhower, Taft, Stassen and
APPLE TREE SPRAYING
Warren.
No such easy victories were'
THE GOODRIDGE
scored, however, by the Republi
TREE SERVICE
cans against other Democratic can-:
TEL. 2120
BOX 321
didate possibilities whose strength i
ROCKPORT, MAINE
were tested, specifically Kefauver
48-5!
and Chief Justice Vinson.
2—Truman's bowing out definite-1
ly lessens Republican chances of
CLAYT BITLER
cracking the Solid South. Surveys
6how that he was one of the weak Wants To See YOU about
est candidates the Democratic
party could have put up in the
South.
TIRES
In fact. Southern Democratic

A Tougher Battle

PORT CLYDE

GOODYEAR

It’s longer, stronger for ’52—the great

Ocean View Grange held a baked MRS. STELLA WHITNEY SNOW
ham and covered dish supper Wed- , Funeral services were held Monnesday night. The proceeds $30 I day at 2.30 p. m„ from the First
will be towards painting and re- , Baptist Church for Mrs Stella
pairing Grange Hall. Music was whitney Snow who died Friday at
furnished by Ocean View Grange her home on Mechanic street. Rev.
Orchestra. A dance followed.
J. Charles MacDonald, pastor of
The Baptist Sewing Circle was
the church officiated. Burial was in
entertained at Mrs. Marion Percy's. Achorn cemetery.
A delicious lunch was served, fol
Mrs. Snow, who had been ill for
lowed by a birthday party for Mrs.
several months, was employed as
Mollie Seavey who received sev
a stenographer in law firms in the
eral very nice gifts.
city for several years. In recent
Mrs. Earl Field, Jr., and daugh
ters have arrived home from Pemi- years, she had been with the De
quid where they visited Mrs. Field's partment of Health and Welfare
office in Rockland as a stenogra- ;
parents.
Mason Foss and family of Con pher.
She was the adopted daughter of
cord, Mass., have arrived at their
cottage on Hupper's Point Road. !
, and. M‘S' WUUam Whitney of
The Samuel Peoples of Natick, Rockland, being born on March 25,
Mass., have arrived at their cot 1888 to Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Farn
ham, aLso of Rockland.
tage, near Drift inn beach.
She is survived by her husband,
Mrs Dorothy Donovan of Cherry
Valley. Ill . and Mrs. Elsie Green Maurice R. Snow; one son, Dr.
of Hartford. Conn., have arrived, Richard M Snow of Laconia. N.
called by the illness of their father, H, and two grandchildren, David
Harry Lowell.
and Charles Snow of Laconia.
Mrs. Snow was active in the af
Alvah Chadwick has entered Mrs.
Millers’ Nursing Home, Camden fairs of the First Baptist Church
street, Rockland.
of which she had been a lifelong
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Sorenson of member.
Stoneham. Mass., are guests of Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Arthur Percy.
Highway courtesy demands that
a motorist dim his lights when fol
lowing another vehicle. It is the
law, of course, that one shall dim
his lights when approaching an
other vehicle.

— AT DAY'S

est car ever built in the low-price fieldl
The '52 Ford's size stands out like its beauty. New Ford
Coachcraft Bodies are bigger . . . with more interior com
fort. And, beneath its beauty and bigness, there's brute
strength! For this only completely new car in its field has a
longer, stronger chassis with sturdier K-bar frame.

Most body-color-uphoistery combinations
in its field ... biggest choice of powerl
Never before has a low-priced car offered so much! Take
only Ford offers so many body, color and
upholstery combinations. Take style .. . only Ford offers 18
different models. Take power . . . only Ford offers a
110-h.p. high-compression V-8 and a 101-h.p. highcompression, low-friction Six ... only Ford offers Fordomatic
Drive, Overdrive and Conventional!

beauty . . .

Measure Ford’s value by the advances it brings you! New Automatic Ride
Control gives a bump-leveling, highway-hugging ride. New Center-Fill
Fueling does away with gas pump ''jockeying.” New Power-Pivot Clutch
and Brake Pedals are easier to operate, eliminate drafty floor holes.

Widest range
VJidest

of pov/er!

Rear V/indow!

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to neigh
bors and friends for their many
kindnesses during our recent be
reavement and the beautiful flow
ers., and all expressions of sym
pathy.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Amiro, Mr
and Mrs. Donald Amiro, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Stull, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Seiders.
48* it
Fordomatic, Overdrive, white
sidewall tires optional at extra
cost. Equipment, accessories
and trim subject to change
without nojjce.

Now! Direct Plane Service from
Rockland! Connecting flights with
all leading Airlines. Rockland Tra
vel Bureau, Tel. 583-R for reserva
tions and information,
4-T-tf

TAXI?

\hlidest WiMield/
Wdest choice of Models/
Widest choice of Drives/

Having Purchased the
Business and Name of

JOHNNY’S TAXI

Funeral Home

lMunicipal
orirfro Dirxlo, TXZo oCourt
Vv 1 r'vr f/'vw moc

George Ripley of
of Washington was
arraigned in Municipal Court Mon(jay morning on two charges of
assault and battery against the
person of Woordbury Eldridge also
Of Washington. The alleged offenses occurred on April 10. After
hearing testimony Judge Zelma
Dwinal placed Ripley under $500
bonq to keep the peace lor a six
month per.od
The altercabon happened at the
home of Ripley and followed
threats against his stepson, who.
according to testimony of Eldridge,
was menaced with a piece of two
by four and shaken by the defendent Eldridge, who is the defendenfS brother-in-law, resented abuse
of ^he boy and intervened. The
^wo men then fought and Ripley
allagedly brandished a butcher
knife during the course of he
battle
The defendent denied threatening
anyone with a knife and said he
had not touched the boy.

ROtOOfct

76 Masonic St.
Rockland, Me.
PHONE 1168-W

' BURPEE

The young people of the First
Baptist Church enjoyed a social
evening at the church Friday. A
variety of games was available,
such as ping-pong, shuffle board,
kickette, and groups played what
they wished.
Refreshments of
sandwiches, cookies, and punch
were served. Those attending were
Carol Elwell, Pauline Keizer, Mildred Copeland. Joan Duncan, Carolyn Bray. Elaine Harjula, Jane
Pendleton, Aggie Copeland, Fannie
Copeland. Charlotte Cook. Richard
/on Dohlen, Walter Hill, Arnold
Wright, Robert Merriam, Robert
Crie, Larry Bell, Lawrence Pooler,
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills

Page Three

HAROLD HARVEY and
RAYMOND O'BRIEN
Are Ready to Serve You from
6 A. M. to Midnight Daily
TELEPHONE 75
Office at 299 Main Street at
the foot of Park Street
45-50

All Work Guaranteed

A Test Drive will start you -fkinkn^

Widest Front Tread!

I l»Ir
rt

You can pay more but you can’t buy bettor!

378 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

49-51

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

32 Park St, Rockland

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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priations which they have not yet
; were Mrs. Maynard Leach, Mias the Woman's Club Study Unit will
WEST ROCKPORT
spent They have obligated much
Doria Hyler. Jcasc Mills. Mrs. Per- be held Friday afternoon at 2 p. m.,
Mrs. Philip Davis has returned
You And Your
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
of it—for tanks, aircraft, etc—but
WARREN
j cy Bowley Mrs. Roland Starrett at the home of Mrs. Willis R. Vinal. home after a ten-day stay with her
have not actually spent it because
ALENA L. STARRETT
and Mrs. Herbert Weaver. They Mrs L. Robert MacKenzie, lately aunt, who was ill in Portland.
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
Congress
the military equipment on order
Correspondent
j were accompanied by Mrs. Gert- returned from a Winter passed in
Kenneth Lane, William Bragg.
Telephone 49
has
not yet been delivered.
FOR SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
Washington.
D
C„
will
present
a
i rude Oliver of Friedship.
Jr., and Neil Colburn have returned
Thus, while it asked for $509
HEBE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
J Mrs. Abbott Spear ad two sons. book review Each member of the , home after completing their service
The next big test of economy in billion in new appropriations this
Advertisement* in tMs columu nut t« exceed three line* Inserted
The Ways and Means committee Edward Ellis and James Abbott and Unit will be privileged to invite a at various camps as a part of the Congress will begin shortly after!
•nee for 50 cents, three times one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
year, the Pentagon could soend
of the Warren Woman's Club, will nephew Stephen Spear, who passed guest.
regular army. They served in the
each (or each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
„ the legislators "turn from their; J5,2 bUUon by drawjng on iU unmeet this afternoon with Mrs. Fred the week with her father, Forrest
Club To Be Guests
words to a line.
National Guard unit from Rock- current Easter recess.
frQm prevjous years.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called. I. e. advertisements which
Webel at North Warren.
E Spear, returned Sunday to their
The Warren Woman's Club has
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong and
The Senate will be the proving
Wtch in this for the Pentarequire the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for handLadies night will be observed homes in Newton Centre. Mass., received and accepted an invitation
daughter. Mary, spent several days ! gr°und thl! tu"e
«». however, is that various Conline, cost 25 cents additional
to
meet
this
evening
at
8
o
’
clock
in
Thursday evening by the Congre- and Winthrop, Mass, respectively,
last week at their Summer home
Taxpayers who have been de- gressiona 1 investigation, have been
gational Brotherhood, the supper Abbott Spear who joined them ov- the vestry of the Methodist Church,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
at Asburv Park N J
manding increased
economy
in turning up numerous examples of
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
to be followed by a talk on Green- . er the week-end returned to New Union, where the members will be
Mr and Mrs ‘Ralph Thorndike
BOvenunent soon wU1 learn wheth- waste and inefficiency in thearmland and the Eskimos by Leroy Me- j ton Centre, Mass.. Monday after a guests of the Union Woman's Comkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
. . .,
_ ,,„ ,,
er the Senate is as willing to com- ,: pd
forces
ea lorces.
‘ munity Club Mrs. Leland McElwee and family were Portland visitors ply as the House. _
Cluskey, who also will show articles business visit in Portland.
The latter has
House move to limit military
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
from that area.
I Warren Lions will resume Fri- | of Union will be guest speaker that Saturday.
aa received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
demonstrated considerable eager- spending is an effort to squeeze out
A
son
was
born
Saturday
after

Mrs. Loana Shibles. County 4-H day’ their s€ries of beneflt ^“[evening. and an arts and crafts exness in this respect—partly at least,1 some of the waste while still leavcounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
i at Glover
mover Hall.
Hall
hibit put on. Members ol the War noon to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hud it may be assumed, because this. irg enough funds to pay for the
Club Leader, will present the sub
The Fire Department was called ren Club needing transportation are son. Linda is staying with her ma Is an election year.
[essentials of defense.
ject. "New Batters and Doughs in
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Saturday to a grass fire on the requested to get in touch with Mrs ternal grandparents.
The House always handles appro
— Yeas'., at the meeting of the WarThis is a distinctly new approach.
Church Notes
Michael Sutela property, Cushing, Harold Searle, president.
priations bills first and it acts on
EASY Wtsh-ng Ma hlne foi Mie ren Wonder Workers Girls 4-H Club
Whether the Senate will go along
PARRAKEETS for sale
MSS
A
short
Easter
program
by
the
about
a
mile
below
the
State
Farm.
48'lt which will be held after school at
CHARLES A SWIFT 9 Booker St TEL 590-W.
[ them only after receiving the rec- with it remains to be seen.
Sunday
School,
followed
morning
,
A camp, occupied by a man. whose
Thomaston Tel 374 _______ 48-50
' ommendations of its Appropria
SEVEN cubic ft. Fngidaire for the home of the leader, Miss Avis
Meanwhile, it seems safe to pre
worship service Easter Sunday. At
name was not learned, was des
PLAYER Piano. Hallett and Da sale, perfect condition. CALL 1424 Gammon.
tions Committee.
dict that the armed services will
the
9.30
service
there
was
special
.
WALDOBORO
troyed.
but
a
nearby
deserted
house
vis; price reasonable Write BOX
music by the choir, a solo by Ver- ’ Traditionally,
whenever
the launch at least a small-scale asPOWER GRADER HI RER
An all day meeting of the Tri- of two rooms was saved The fire
275. Warren. Me.
47-48
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Maintainer, for sale; condition like County Button Club will be held
non Hunter and instrumental seiec- House cuU the amount of funds sault on the Senate to persuade It
department
responded
to
a
call
for
Correspondent
ALTO Saxophone for sale RICH- new.
tions by Mrs Gladys Keller and ' jested by a particular agency, against following the lead of the
Telephone 250
Saturday at the home of Mrs a chimney fire at Charles McKelARD CASH. PO Box 302. RockH N PROCTOR,
Mrs. Glenice Farmer.
I the a«ency hustles °ver t0 the 8en-' House.
Rockland.
Tel
846
Chester
Wallace.
Mrs.
Edmund
port. Me___________________ 47 48 Lake Ave.,
lar's Sunday.
The children’s program that fol- [ a*
Plead for restoration of the
-----------------48*51 Harding will present the paper
Members of the Tri-Button Club,
THREE-Piece Living'Room Set J
King Solomon Lodge. No. 61.
GENERAL Electric Stove ill good Mythology,” in
J
OWL’S HEAD
the afternoon. who attended the Maine State But A.F.&A.M. will hold Past Masters' lowed included recitations by Mary cu‘maple Desk, two maple Rockers
Kathleen
Salminen, |
the Senate restores any or all
j^j.s Crances Montgomery spent
Bedroom Set (iron bed>. blue condition, for sale. $35. TEI. 925-W. Members will take box lunch.
ton Society meeting April 12, in Au Night Friday night April 25. A Dinsmore.
48*51
leather Baby Carriage ar.d two
week-end in Portland with
Ivy Chapter, OES has been invit burn were, Mrs. Chester Wallace, banquet will be served in the Odd Gertrude Dinsmore. Robert Lane, of the House cut, or if it reduces
Guest Signs for sale MRS NOP.GIRL'S Spring Suit for sale, size
Dayton and David Hart. Nancy Lof- the particular appropriation below jrjends
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Will
Kelley,
Miss
ed
to
attend
the
Wednesday
eve
M-AN KALLOCH 59 Main St , 4. excellent condition. Call MRS.
Fellows Hall by the Eastern Star man Martha Salminen, Norma Ler- the figure approved by the House,
Mrs. Nellie Reed and Mrs. Clara
Thomaston. Tel. 94-4 .
47*48 TED SYLVESTER. Tel. 306-W
ning meeting of Grace Chapter, Clara Eastman, and Mrs. Hilliard at 6 30 o'clock.
mond. Donald Hamalainen, Lin- the bill goes to conference. The Kelsey were in Boston during the
Spear,
all
of
Warren,
Mrs.
Edmund
______
49*51
OES
at
Thomaston,
'at
which
the
E.ASY Spindryer for sale. Per
Mrs. Esther Gross was in Thom wood Thorndike. Richard Salminen, [ conference includes members of the
week-end and met Miss Anne Reed
EXCELLO. 21-m Power Mower, : Rainbow Girls ol Rockland, will Harding and Mrs. Clarence Leonard
fect condition TEL. 253-M
Joyce Farmer. Jeanne Hart, and | committees.
47*48 1951 for sale aiso^Electric* Refrig- exemplify their work. Refreshments of Union, Mr. and Mrs. Howard aston Friday.
on her return from the Washington
Mr. and Mrs. John Williamson Sharon Hart An exercise by the
These conferees seek to iron out i {rlp
the High
seniors.
Small of Rockport, and Mrs. Ora
35' BOAT 9'8" wide, r. ced for erator, like new: Twin Metal Beds will be served after the meeting.
who have passed the Winter in girls' class, piano solos by Donald the differences between the House
tobstering for sale; 110 h p. Chrysler and springs fine condition. TEL.
Casper
Ciaravino,
accompanied
Merrifield
of
Camden
Members of Crescent Temple, P
48'51
Florida have returned to their Hamalainen. Judy Gray, Joyce Far- and Senate bills. Whatever solution by Allan Borgerson and Paul Ross
marine engine, mahogany planked Camden 2853
Friday afternoon, Mrs. Edna
The 'Charlotte Ar.n
CALL 829-R —SECOND-Year Taylor Raspber S„ who attended the Western Maine
home on Main street.
in■ r, Carole Lunden, a group sons they reach must be approved by have returned from a motor trip to
47*48 ries for sale. DR REUTER Tel. Pythian Jubilee held Saturday af- Moore. Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay left Mon and chorus by the children. Ver both the House and Senate before New York City where they visited
Clara
Leach,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
48-51 ternoon and evening at Boothbay
NEW Milch Oow ar.d calf for 1233.
non Hunter sang. "He Lives" to it is in final shape to go to the relatives.
Mary Hilton of Round Pond, at day for Albany, N Y.
sale iGuernsev. MAURICE LEON
BARREN Bluebeirv Land for sale
Mrs. Eldora Gross who has been conclude the program, which was President for his acceptance or re
Extension Association
ARD Tel. 1582-M1
47tf SCOTT GRAY, Belfast. Tel. 768-J.
tended the battalion meeting of
48-54 LOST AND FOUND the Ladies’ Auxiliary-, Patriarchs visiting her son and daughter-in- followed by the benediction. The jection
The Extension Association will
law has returned to her home.
Easter story on the Flannelgrauh
There are 11 appropriations bills meet at the library, Thursday.
SAFE, for sale. EARL F. SHEL
WALKER Fox Hound lost in Militant, in Waterville. Lafayette
Mrs. Blanche Morse and Mrs. was to!d by Joyce Farmer.
DON. Tel. Warren 111.
48-48 vicinity of Owl's Head. Brown and Auxiliary, PM. of Rockland, of
in all this year, calling for appro- April 24 The subject will be lamp
ELECTROLUX
There w’as a large attendance at j priations totaling {84 3 billions for ^ades conducted by the home
EARLY 1940 Chrysler, Royal 6- white face, one black spot on each which Mrs. Leach is president, dem Maude C. Gay were in Rockland
cylinder, in first-class condition for i side. If found please call Lincoln- onstrated the draping of the char recently.
the combined service with visitors : the 1953 fiscal year, which begins management leader,
Mrs. Vera
sale Owned and driven by one Ville 34-12.
DOUGLAS LIBBY,
Mathieson. Membersof the dinMr and Mrs. Herman Castner, from South Hope. Thorndikevllle, \ Juiy y
CLEANERS
ter.
and
the
memorial
service.
M
r
®man since new Good rubber. 2 Re-ward.
48*50
Augusta, were in town for the Umon, Rockville. Rockland and Therefore, 11
conferences are ner committee are
Mary’ Pales,
Hilton was a candidate.
spare tire.1 2 batteries, radio, heat■ ■ ■A bonded serviceman will er. auxiliary lights $390. Terms if
Camden.
| possible.
week-end.
Irene Chase, and Alma Walker
Woman
’
s
Club
WANTED
i desired. Can be seen week-ends
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons and
The annual business meeting of
It will depend on how much the Members are reminded to take ar
be in Rockland vicinity
i only. Phone HARRY CARR. Tel.
The postponed April meeting of Billy and Nancy of Newcastle were the church will be held Wednesday senate co-operates with the House ticles for the food basket. The as
TO Rent or Buy a small Farm,
25, evenings.
48-50
the Week of April 21
dinner guests of her mother, Mrs. evening, April 30, following the
When it checked out for the cur sociation will hold a card party at
| STRAWBERRY Plants for sale' not far from city or a five or sixroom House with chance for gar
prayer-meeting.
Starting
next rent Easter recess, the House had the town hall April 28, to raise
EGGS & CHICKS Ida Stahl, Sunday.
FOR APPOINTMENTS
Howard 17, Catskill Sparkle and den Write J. P . '< The CourierMr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell were Sunday, services will be held on acted on and sent to the Senate money toward the association projTEL. 395-M
Temple. $2.25-100: $18-1000. P.P. Gazette.
49'51
DUCKLINGS: Pekin Ducklings at Robert Packard's Sunday.
48-49
Daylight Saving Time. The mid eight of the 11 bills The three re- ect of installing electrical outlets
or'$2-100: $17-1000 here State in
for
sale;
$1.00
for
three.
AUSTIN
WOODWORKERS. Boatbuilders.
spected. C.OD orders filled. LE
week service will be at 7.30 p. m . niaining to be dealt with after the in the library. Mrs Barbara HempDAVIS.
Cushing,
Me.
47*49
ROY LUCE, Washington. Tel. 9-14 Carpenters, with boat yard experi
instead
of 7.
recess cover foreign aid. the Agri- hill, chairman of the affair, will be
48*71 ence. with tools. Steady work 44SEX-Link Pullets, Cockerels or
LOUDVILLE
BIRD Houses. Feeding Stations,
week, defense plant. LUDERS' straight-run Chicks, from fast
culture Department and funds to assisted by Mrs Ellena Fredette,
for sale Novelties, Toys. RAYF. S
NINE-Ft. Platform Truck Body, hour
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior spent
run Congress itself
Mrs Kay Philbrook, .Mrs. Barbara
CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St city. with side boards for sale RALPH MARINE CONSTRUCTION CO, growing, heavy laying strain. Easter with Mrs. Prior's mother,
Stamford,
Conn.
49-51
Maine-U. S. Approved Pullorum
46*Tue*52 C. PEARSE. Hope, Maine. Tel.
The total amount of money re- Crudell, Mrs. Edna Wotton, Mrs.
UNION
WAITRESS wanted at The Cop clean. Inoculated for Newcastle if Mrs John Anderson at Port Clyde.
48*50
AFRICAN Violets. Geraniums, Lincolnville 31-3.
quested in the eight bills comes to Miriam Isbell, Mrs. Mary Elpps, Mrs.
desired. BYRON MILLS, Waldo
Rev. Gertrude Anderson was a
Mrs. Florence Calderwood
THOR Washing Machine for per Kettle. Experience unneces boro, Me. Tel. 51-3.
double Petunias, and Begonias,
Mary Dyer, and Mrs. Ruth Wiggin.
41tf
i
$66.1 billion.
sary,
American
Plan.
Limited
to
supper
guest
recently
of
the
A.
P.
Good running condition.
Correspondent
Primroses. Fu.'-chias for sale. sale.
School Improvement League
house guests and private parties.
When the House got through
CLEMENTS
Red-Rock
Black
Telephone
10-24
Price
$40.
TEL.
1333-J.
48*50
DEAN'S NURSERY. 325 Oid County
Live in if desired. References re Pullets and Leghorn Red Crosses, Garlands.
The recent card party held at
,
j
with
the
eight
bills,
it
had
cut
Rd Tel. 348-J.
43tf
SINGLE and Double Horse Har quired Tel. 405-W. MRS. FRENCH
The Sunbeam came into our har
the town hall by the School Im
proven
highly
profit
their total by $6 2 billion.
ness for sale: also Plow and Pump.
49-51 have
FDR SALE
bor on April 11 and brought an
able
for
commercial
egg
producers.
Mrs. Lyle Calhoun and children
The figures demonstrate that the provement League under the gen
Two commercial Electric Refrig MRS. ETHEL HALL 219 Rankin
SA1ESGIRLS wanted for ready- They’re healthy, quick growing, Easter lily for our church., Rev.
48*50
eral chairmanship of Mrs. Crystal
erators, one white enamel, used St.
to-wear specialty shop. BOX CD. heavy laying, reasonable ln price. | Bousfield was here only a few Larry and Susan visited several days House is taking a much stronger
stand this year than last. Butman netted about $70. The door
EIGHT Shelters, size 8x10 for L The Courier-Gazette.
6 months ;the other porcelain-lined,
49tf Maine-US. Approved, Pullorum 1 hours, but made a few calls on the past week with her sister in j
with wooden case: also Frigidaire sale; also 16 feed hoppers with
Bangor.
[ Those same eight bills last year prize, a beautifully-decorated cake,
MAN wanted to work on poultry Clean. Also Reds, New Hamp- j frtends
Deep Freeze,for frozen foods, used ! roof KARL NURMI. R: 131, about
Schools
reopened
Monday
after
1 falled for 373 billion, of which the went
M™ Florence Nelson, and
.
mile
from
Warren
Village
to!
farm.
T
E
L.
664-R.
___________
48tf
shires, White Rocks, and Barred ! Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior made a
6 months only, just like new. at on'
a weeks vacation.
j House approved all but $1.2 billion. j the basket of fruit to Maurice Haravailable.
Write for
WILL go out House Cleaning. Crosses
half price; two sets of Store Scales, wards Thomaston, red brick sidiffg
47-49 CALLIE CLARK. 144 Union St.
Senior class returned Saturday ! The biggest House cut among the vey Mrs- Nina Perry was awarded
prices to CLEMENTS BROS business trip to Waterville one day
one electric, late model; 6 used on buildings.
49 51 FARMS, Route 33. Winterport, last week. Mrs. Prior went to con morning for their trip to New York eight bills this year jS that of $4.7 the crocheted doily Winners at
Electric Refrigerator?, good run
sult Dr. Dennis, an eye specialist.
ning condition. $50 to $75 each; 10
each table were: Mrs Eleanor New
USED 22" or 24" Bicycle, in good Maine. (2)
REAL ESTATE
CityI billion in the Defense Department
used wood, coal and oil kitchen
Last Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Cecondition, wanted. TEL. 1370-W.
bert, Mrs. Barbara Crudell, Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clinton
Cramer
eni
request
for
$50
9
billion,
leaving
Ranges; one gas and oil combi
48*50
FCR SALE: On Penobscot Bay,
- cil Prior and James O'Connell were
Grace Palmer, Mrs. Gladys Mayo,
TO LET
nation; two electric Combinations; 5 rm. Cottage, completely equipped
tertained a group of friends Sat2 billion.
ROOMER wanted. Central loca
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
Mrs Hilda Williamson, Georgia
four straight electric Stoves, fine and furnished. Fireplace, glassed
urday
night
with
four
tables
of
But
the
House
also
voted
to
limit
tion
TEL.
382-R,
Rockland.
THREE-Room Furnished Apt. to G-arland at the Prior farm.
for camps. I have a large bunch porch. Nice grounds, good shore
Barter. Ruth Batty, Myra Fitch,
"63.'
Refreshments
included
47*49
let; 15 Grove St. FLORA COL
a i actual Defense Department spend- Maurice
of good used merchandise and I am frontage Price $4800. SECURITY
Fourteen attended the Easter birthday cake honoring the formHarvey, Doris yupuu,
Guptill, mib
Mrs..
LINS.
Tel.
182-R.
49tf
during the coming fiscal year
™
HOUSEKEkFeh wanted at St.
going to sell it. Your price will be REAL ESTATE CO Dorothy Dietz,
I 8- - I____ Florence Havener. Adriel Fales. Mrs.
services at the church on Sunday ers birthday.
Peter's Rectory, 34 High St., family
THREE-Room
furnished
Apt
to
mine in most cases. HAROLD B Camden 2117 or 8897.
:
to
$46
billion,
whereas
the
Penta
49-lt of two. TEL. 1537.
L"ving MuConchie Mrs Katherine
47-49 let, first floor. Newly-decorated evening. Mrs Nellie Poland and
KALER?. Washington, Maine. Tel.
Thursday April 24, the annual j gon itsel{ had pianned to spend
FOR^ALE
Akers, Mrs. Marcia Green, Robert
49tf j Patricia Gifford were baptized and basketball banquet is being served j
5-25. Open Sundays and evenings.
WOMAN wanted, as companion. Apply 12 WAR,REN ST.
2 billion.
Oceanfront Cottage of 6 rooms, Board and $6 weekly. Write "G.R.”
40-52
Murray, Marion Carr,. Mrs. Elmer
ONE three-room furnished Apart-1 Mrs. Poland's son Clyde was dedi- at the Methodist vestry. Tickets1 -7^15
pU
zzling
to
the
uninitlfurnished. Bathing beach and out
The Courier-Gazette.
47*49 ment to let. Steam heated, elec, cated.
Montgomery, Mrs. John Garnett,
1941 Dodge 2-ton truck for sale; standing water view; garage and
available at Doris Payson's.
ated until it is realized that the Elw(J Oreen!eaf WalUr
4-wheel drive, and 2 yd. dump body boat house, $3600.
kitchen. No children; 67 TALBOT ■ Rev. Gertrude Anderson is spendSeven Tree Orange regular meet military forces now have over $50 Mfs
49-51
Drjn)c.A.ater and Ne,Ue
In first-class condition, tires, gears
AVE.
Formerly a schoolhouse, South
. ing her two weeks vacation at Har- ing Wednesday night with obser
SHORTHAND IN SIX WEEKS
and engine, ready for heavy work Thomaston. Partly-remodeled and
billion from previous years' appro- Repd
ONE
five-room
..and
a
four-room
1 : wick Centre and Newton, Mass.
SPEEDWRITING
of any kind The price is reason partly furnished; good location. A
vance of Brothers Night program
Apartment to let. All modern,.
Typing Optional
able, or will trade for good car
newly renovated. Oil heat. InMr and Mrs HaroId Willey and and supper. Charles White, trea HOLYOKE MUTIAL OJIE IN- aMER!CAN BONDING COMPANY
goad start towards a home for $2000.
Have a 1950 Buick special 4-door
Lakefront Cottage of 5 rooms, hot No Symbols No Machines Uses ABC s quire DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Tel son Gerald of New Harbor called on surer of State Grange will be pre
SURANCE CO. IN SALEM
OF BALTIMORE
Sedan Dynaflow, 19.000 miles, just and cold running water, fireplace,
Age No obstacle—1«« w.p.m.
1285._________________________ 48tf friends here last Sunday.
Salem, Mass.
Baltimore Maryland
sent.
like new, radio and heater. Will bathroom, private road, privacy,
ASSUTS DEC. 31’J®?*
[
ASSETS DEC 31, 1951
Apt., j Mr. and Mrs. William Hall and
trade for another car, or can beautiful lake view, $3500. See
ROCKLAND SCHOOL OF
flush let New.lv renovat
_| son Dickey of Boothbay visited tlie
Bonds,
Bonds.
$1,686.149 66
finance, or sell for ceiling price.
F. H. WOOD,
2,603.056 00 Stocks.
I Stocks.
ed . Adults; 81 CRESCENT ST
« j , * e, c
COMMERCE
701,05000
HAROLD B. KALER. Washington, Court House,
Kenneth Gifford last Saturday.
Rockland Tel. 148
NOTICE
245
Main
Street
Real
Estate
Owned
Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open Sundays
«4'«0
83 i: Mort8a«e L03"® on
Mrs. Evelyn Gifford, Mrs. Viola
49-50
454,40083
48-59
Cash
and
Bank
Deposits,
LARGE
Front
Room
to
let,
very
and evenings.
40-52
15,000.00
Town of Owl’s Head
Agents’ Balances or Un ... ™ — Cash and Bank Deposits, 501,064 61
NEW 4-room House. Broadway,
pleasant. Call at 100 UNION ST
Poland and Mrs. Yolanda Elwell
Anyone found setting a fire
collected
Premiums,
Rt. 1, Thomaston for sale or swap
IJ
Agents
’
Balances
or
Un___________________________
48'50
were
callers
at
Bath
last
Thursday.
VETERAN with wife and child
without a permit will be prose
Other Assets,
for place of equal value, $2200. Ap wants work on chicken farm, with
30 416 6! j collected Premiums,
436.128 51
GARAGE to let at 64 Summer Mrs. Gifford’s sister Mrs. Elsie
ply 17 BROADWAY, Thomaston.
Other Asset?,
59.60784
furnished
rent and salary. Will St., FRANCES H. PERRY, Tel. i oraffam jj jn the Bath Memorial cuted under the State law which
MERCURY CLUS COUPE
Total
Assets,
$7,061,222.34
48*51 start at once. Call at 17 BROAD
provides for a fine not to exceed
1177'R'------------------------------- 47-49 Hospital. They called on her.
LIABILITIES,
SURPLUS
AND
1949
Total Assets
»,468881.72
WAY, Thomaston, Me.
47*48
REAL ESTATE
$100. or 30 days in jail, or both
APT. 3 rooms and bath, to let
Mrs
h M
d
AND OTHER FUNDS
IJABUJTIFS, SURPLUS AND
13-Room City Home. Central lo
DESK 40x28 or about that size partly furnished, heat and hot „
under Chapter 363, Section 68A,
Reserve
for
Losses,
$197,882
00
FOR SALE
cation: 2-car garage, hot air heat; wanted, also 4-drawer Filing Cabi water. CALL 1059-R.
OTHER FUNDS
47-49 Murphy of Kittery were at their Revised Statute* 1949.
Reserve for Loss Adjust
ideal for room renting. Low price. net. TEL. 1413.
Reserve for Unearned PreGOOD CONDITION
47-48
: home here over the week-end.
ment
Expenses,
17,481.50
POUR-Room
unfurnished
Apt.
to
One of Rockland’s good city
Per:
miums,
$7980000
ONE OWNER
CHAMBERMAID wanted. Apply let. Bath, hot and cold water,
Mrs. Lettie Prior and her grandReserve for Unearned Pre
Horn'?.; modern kitchen, bath, 3
540.087 04
Reserve for Taxes,
DAVID O. KNOWLTON,
Radio, Heater, Directional
In Person to the housekeeper. heated. Thermostatic controlled, son John Prior have arrived home,
miums,
2,828813
44
bedrooms,
fireplace,
large
lot
of
Fire Warden.
Signals, l'ndercoated,
46tf elec, range, elec, refrigerator. Over
SDpndin2
_.ith Mr_
Reaerve for Taxes,
103,000 00
land. Hot air furnace. Price $7800. THORNDIKE HOTEL.
Total Liabilities,
$618887 04
48-49
Three Spare Tires
All Other Liabilities,
42.53144 Capital Paid Up or StatuFor Sale In Owl's Head
BIKE Repairing wanted; larg Carr’s Store, 484 Main St. TEL. ' aIte' sPendm8 Uo weeto> »lth Mrs25,
evenings.
45tf
Priors
son
and
family,
the
Thomas
CALL 1137
Land with city water, view of est stock of parts in Knox County;
tory Deposit,
$1,000,000 00
TWO-Room and three-room fur- Pnors' at Hamden, Conn. On their Synopsis of the Annual Statement of
Rockland harbor, over 14 acre used Bikes. BITLER CAR AND
Total Liabilities,
$3,189.71888 Unassigned Finds
9.00 to 5.60
.$500.
32-tf
nished Apts, to let. Bath, adults waY home they were overnight WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE Capital Paid Up or Statutory
HOME SUPPLY, 470 Ifetn 6!
1839.704 68
(Surplus).
COMPANY.
110
William
St.,
New
York,
Four-bedroom seaside Summer
Deposit Guaranty, $100,000.00
43tf only; 57 PACIFIC ST.
Surplus as Regards
48*50 guests of the Clayton Dolloffs at in the State of New York on the 31st day
Home, fully-furnished, bath, hot
Policyholders,
$2,838,70488
of Dec. 1951 made to the Superintendent Unassigned Funds
APARTMENT to let; 5 rooms with j Damariscotta,
water, flush down, fireplace, arteJUNK CARS WANTED
of Insurance of the State of Maine —
(Surplus),
3.771,50886
FOR SALE
bath;
newly
renovated;
hot
and
j
James
O'Connell
of
Worcester
Assets:
Bonds,
$24,902,939.02;
stocks,
$19.T
Surplus as Regards
Total,
$3.456891.72
Three Pickup Trucks, Dodge, sian well 2-car garaze, 15 complete MORRIS GORDON & SON, 6«
! 720,417 00; real estate owned, $37,000.00;
ss»T»aa»
»“■ “«■ •“ •
traps, one 12' lapstreak boat, | street. Tel. 123-W.
Policyholders,
$3871,50886
43-T-48
mortgage loans on real estate. $151,990.00;
G.M.C., Ford with some age, but lob-ter
one
6'
punt.
All
for
sale
at
the
pre

cash
and
bank
deposits,
$5,511,194.96;
' end guest of the Cecil Priors, last agents balances or uncollected premiums,
in first-class running condition, war price of $5800 cash.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
AGRICULTURAL
INS,
CO.
$7,061,22284
Total,
with new stickers. These trucks
week-end.
£3,150.709.49; other assets, $1,823,393.76;
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
E. W. COFFIN.
Watertown, N. V.
UNFURNISHED rent to let.
43-T-48
!
total
assets,
$55,297,644.22.
Liabilities,
will do a lot of work. I will sell Phone 551-W2
Owl's Head Union St., Grove St entrance Tel. Available May 7. Inquire MRS.
surplus and other funds: Reserve tor losses,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
for $100 each cash.
£5,995,256.00; reserve for loss adjustment ABINGTON MUTUAL FIRE IN Bonds,
47-49 1680. EVA AMES.__________ 46*51 MU J S, 11 Masonic St.
42tf
$8,74082151
Aso one 24-passenger Dodge Bus
expenses. $384,950.00 ; reserve for unearned
SURANCE COMPANY
9873.61853
DON’T discard your old or
Storks,
THREE-Room House for sale.
premiums. $20,472,431.70 ; reserve for taxes.
In A-l condition, motor, rubber and
SECOND-F.oor Apt. to let, with
Abington, Mass.
I £1,566,000.00; reserve for all other liabili
Real Estate Owned,
485,173.61
all will sell very cheap, as I. have Ugbte, sheci. about 10 acres of antique furniture. Call H JOHN oil heat. Middle-aged couple. InGOOSE
EGGS,
75c
ties.
$1,215,531.86;
total
liabilities.
$29,ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
Mortgage Loans on
no use for it, also '36 Plymouth land, some wood, blueberries, apple NEWMAN for restoring and re- qulre at 28 JAMES ST._______ 41tf
i 634.169.66; special surplus funds "(con
AND
$818.720 46
Real Estate,
2.458 888 81
tingency reserve), $546,679,02; capital paid Bonds,
Coupe, with radio, a good little car trees, on Rt. 17 about one and finishing; 48 Masonic St. TeL
POUR-Room unfurnished Apart
214.471.00 Cash and Bank Deposits, 2.158.428 15
i up $2,000.000.00; unassigned funds (sur- Stocks,
ltf
cheap, also one home-made tractor. one-half miles from Stickney Cor 1106-M
GOSLINGS,
$2.00
ment
to
let,
hot
and
cold
water,
;
plus),
$23,116,795.64;
surplus
as
regards
Real Estate Owned.
23.000 00 Agents' Balances or UnInquire of ELODIE
HAROLD B. KALER. Washington. ner $900.
I policyholders, $25,663,474.66; total, $55,heated,
thermostatic
control,
Chinese, African,
Mortgage Loans on
collected Premiums
2.776.66791
Maine. Tel. 5-25. Open Sundays BRIDGES, Pleasant Garden, Rt. 1,
297.644.22.
flush,
electric
kitchen
range,
elec
City.
44*49
MISCELLANEOUS
Real
Estate,
2500.00 Other Assets,
•Represents difference between value
560.060 08
and evenings.
40-52
Toulouse
carried in assets and actual December 81, Cash and Bank De
tric
refrigerator,
$11
per
week,
over
TWO-APr House at 49 Park St.
I 1951 value.
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales
TRAVEL
LAKE
FARM
SAVE
ON
SERVICE!
Carr
’
s
Store,
4
Rankin
St.
TEL.
25.
posits,
326,461.23
Total Assets
$27. 546.68881
46-T-52 Agents’ Balances or Uncol
Service and Repair. Write or Call for sale, occupied at present. Price Your radio and electrical appliance
39tf
JCT. 17 A 32
LIABILITIBS, SURPLUS, AND
258 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770. right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA repairs can be quickly done at mini
lected
Premiums,
111884
45
OTHER FUNDS
East of Cooper’s Mills
POUR-Room unfurnished Apt.,
B5tf mum expense. Pick-up and deliv
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of
14tf RAGE. t IB Parg St Tel 475
Other Assets,
20,621.05 Reserve for Losses,
$2,82252014
to let; private bath; heated, hot
THE NORTH RIVER INSURANCE COM
Tel. No. Whitefield 5-3
ery
within
city
limited
at
no
extra
PANY.
110
William
St..
New
York,
in
the
Reserve
for
Loss Adjust
MEN'S, Women's and children’s
and cold water included; also twoWARREN FARMERS' MUTUAL charge.
47-43 State of New York on the 31st day of Dec.
Total Assets,
$1817893.19
ment Expenses,
152.744 80
Bhoea
at factory price at JOE'S
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
j 1951 made to the Superintendent of Insur
An added specialty :!High quality room furnished Apt., lights, heat
LIABILITIES, surplus and
Reserve for Unearned Pre
ance of the State of Maine — Assets:
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open
Warren, Maine
recording done in your own home ed, hot and cold water included;
OTHER FUNDS
Bonds. $24,021,999.79; stocks, $20,232,560.miums.
12,488.081.34
dally, Inc. Sunday until 9 p. m,
bath. Inquire MRS. MAYO, 14
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1951
at reasonable rates.
00; mortgage loans on real estate, $19,Reserve for Losses
$38.044 33 Reserve for Taxes,,
446.186 62
except Thurs. close at 6 o'clock.
Ca?h in office and Bank, $3.650 07
Elm St.
38tf
630.00, cash and bank deposits, $5,151,"Ray" Ridgwell. Phone 1569-R
for Loss Adjust
All Other Liabilities,
63281328
WB’U PUUINO TO«ITMKK 421 59; agents balances or uncollected Reserve
* 88tf Notes or securities'
48*51
FURNISHED Apt to let 3 large
ment Expenses.
3.454 39
premiums, $2,945,970.87 ; other
assets,
(except prem. notes),
3,000 00
$826,565.54; total assets. $53,198,167.79.
HAVE Your Own Business serv- rooms, flush. JOHNSON, 111 PleasReserve for Unearned Pre
Total Liabilities,
$16,540,85588
Liabilities, surplus and other funds: Re
ant
St.
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
32tf
911871.64 Capital Paid Up or Statu
miums.
serve for losses, $5,067,966.00; reserve for
Gross Cash Assets.
$6 650 07 iving 800 Family Route Now Open
22.400
00
for man or woman with car, living
loss adjustment expenses, $333,375.00; re
Reserve for Taxes.
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
tory Deposit,
$3,000,000.00
CENTRALLY located 2-room
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1951
serve for unearned premiums, $18,888,461.2286685 Unassigned Funds
All other Liabilities,
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
Net Cash Assets,
$6,650 07 in Knox County. Good earnings. Fum. Apt. to let. Apply In Per
90 ; reserve for taxes, $1,420,900.00; reserve
No
investment.
We
furnish
stocks,
(Surplus),
8.005.83282
: for ail other liabilities, $914,262.21; total
son, 11 JAMES ST.
24tf
Premium notes subject
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Total Liabilities,
$887,436.71
[ liabilities, $26,624,965.11; b pec ial surplus
to assessment,
18,907.00 equipment on credit., Experience
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
[funds ’(contingency reserve), $481,149.79;
HEATED and unheated furnished
unnecessary.
Write
WATKINS
CO.,
Unassigned
Funds
Surplus
as
Regards
Deduct all assessments
capital paid up, $2,000,000.00; unassigned
gladly submitted. No obligation.
(Surplus),
$620 861 48
Box 367-R, Dept. OK, Newark, N. J. Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, TI
Policyholders,
$11,006,83282
funds (surplus), $24,092,052.89; surplus as
and payments,
1,890.70
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf
40*T*52 Park 8t
regards policyholders, $26,573,202.68; total,
Surplus as Regards Policy
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
I $53,198,167.79.
holders,
$62086148
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
Total,
$27546,68881
SANDINO Machine and polisher
WASHING Machine, wringer roll
•Represents difference between value
Balance due on premi
han A Son), Clark Island, Me.
FRANK A WHEELER, Agent,
i carried in assets and actual December 81,
um notes
$17 016 30 repair Pick up and deliver. BIT- to let Also » Wall Paper Steamer.
$1.617888.18 425 Main St,
1951 value.
Rockland Me
leA Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant's
Total,
GEORGE W. STARRETT. Secretary , LER CAR bi HOME SUPPLY, 470 Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
43-T-4S
Barber 56-11.

1-tf

48-T-55 ' Main St.

43tf OO, 440 Main 8L

ltf

I

46-T-MI

4J-T-48

J

4

I

VINALHAVEN
MRS. ALLIE LANS
Correspondent
Telephone 88

after spencBnc the week in Boston. ’
Mrs. Ada Creed. Arthur Brown
and John Stordahl are guests of
Mrs Creed’s sister and brother-in- ,
law, Mr and Mrs Andrew Cassie
at Grafton, Mass.

nginvi
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
Wahlman, Bartie Hopkins Larry's
grandmother, Mrs. Laura Sanborn
and Mrs. Mary Warren were speeial guests Invited, but unable to
be present were Bobby Williams,
Lowe Hildmg, Stevie Kalloch. Clyde
Orcutt, Jeannette Guptill, Cheryl
Headley. J untrue Young.
Minstrels A Success
The Minstrel Show presented
Friday night at Memorial Hall bymembers of Cassie-Coombs Post,
American Legion was a decided
success in every way. Interlocutor,
Carl Williams
Endmen Robert
Sprague, Harvey Tolman, Alton
Oakes, Jr., Woodrow Bunker, Clin
ton Smith. Murray Hopkins. Mem
bers of the chorus, David Duncan.
Sr.
James
Carleton,
Wesley
Peacock. Herbert Conway, Stuart
Davis, Jr , James Webster, Richard
Williams, L. B Dyer, Jr., Clyde
Poole, Allen Simon. Barber Shop
quartette: Harry Coombs, Bruce
Orindle, Orant DueU. W C Wins
low. There were solos by Grant
Duell, Alton Oakes. Jr. and Allen
Simon. Monologue by Malcolm
Whittington.
Duets by Harry
Coombs and Alton Oakes, W. C
Winslow and Harry Coombs. There
were amusing specialties by H. A
Townsend, Stuart Davis, Jr., Ed
ward Hawkes, Clyde Poole and
James Carieton. Arthur Brown
acted as pianist for the entire
program. It is hoped that the
“minstrels” will be repeated later
in the season.

Ripley one day last week.
Mrs Oacar

home after
Rockland.

Ames has

visiting

returned

relatives

in J

THE ERA OF PAINTED EGGS

USES STRONG LANGUAGE

Some Easter Stories Which Are Well For Trumar/s Retirement Greatest Service

WASHINGTON

Easter Sunday guests of Mr. and
He Has Ever Renderedz Says
the Children To Know
Mrs. Merle Robbins in East Wash
Miss Lois Wefbster, Miss Edith
MacDonald and Miss Phyllis Bog- I
ington were Mr and Mrs. Irving
Florida Paper
ren. students at Gorham State j
PowelL
Maybe you’ve been wondering day. church bells are silent during
Teachers’ College are passing the
Cleber Cooley and Cleo Bartlett
vacation period at their homes here. 1
of West Washington were recent how the Easter bunny can lay Holy Week Parents explain they
Honesty and integrity again will
business visitors in Augusta.
gaily colored eggs in a nest—as have flown off to get the Pope's 'From the Florida Times-Union)
Mrs. Harold Arey and son James
J H Roberts attended a meet
blessing,
and
will
return
with
gifts
have
meaning in the conduct of
President
Truman's
decision
not
Mrs. Clara Overlook who has been bird* do.
have returned from several days’ ing of the Masonic Order of Scot
for everyone. Then on Easter morn
national affairs. The era of mink
in Pawtucket, R I., since January
visit with her sister. Miss Lillian tish Rites at Rockland FridayChances arc that you didn’t know ing, as their children anxiously to run again brings new hope to
coats, deep freezers, five percenter*
1 returned home on April 20 to re the traditional Easter Parade be
Rose at Boston.
night.
scan the skies, Mom and Dad se America. It renews confidence in and presidential cronies with loose
Mrs. Mora Thomas entertained
main for several months. She was gan in Rome—over 1600 years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Shields, Nor
cretly scatter bon-bons and colored the power of public opinion, for un morals will have come to an end.
the E O T. Club for dessert-bridge man Dickey and daughter June,
accompanied by her son E. Burnell
And (be truthful now!) how do eggs around the house.
favorable public opinion obviously
With the elimination of this cor
TTiursday night at her home on Mrs J P. Headley and Mrs Julia
Overlock who is having a weeks va- ‘ you account lor the fact that Eas
Dutch boys and girls dance in the is responsible for his action.
rupt
regime, of course. Harry Tru
Summer street. First honors at Beckman were visitors at Rockland
cation from school work.
ter Sunday is April 13 this year— market place on Easier Eve, then
Corruption, warped vision in of man will return to private life—a
auction were won by Mrs. Vera Bo- Saturday.
There was a good attendance at when it was observed on March 23
march through the streets with ficialdom and consequent misman man who stands in the eyes of
man, second by Mrs. Madeline
the Easter Sunrise Service at the in 1951?
Midshipmen Leonard Shoog and
lighted Chinese lanterns bobbing agement of national affairs had America as perhaps the most com
Smith.
Methodist Church and also the EasCharles Doughty of the Maritime
Probably you’re as puzzled as on sticks Housc-to-house song fests gone so far that the people had
pletely discredited President of all
Mr. and Mrs Lyford Ross re Academy-, Castine, spent the week
ter Breakfast served by members youngsters everywhere, about why
are held during Easter week by the almost become reconciled to widely- time; a man who had one of the
turned Saturday from a business end here with their parents. Mr.
of the Ladies Guild at the Grange , we do the things we do at Easter young people of Whales Grown-ups
expressed belief that the country greatest opportunities ever given
trip to Boston.
and Mrs, Gosta Skoog and Mr and
Hall after the Easter service.
time But in one form or another, reward their entertainment with could not loose itself from the ten
of leaving the White House as a
Miss Priscilla Carlson, student Mrs. Ralph Doughty.
William Hewett of West Wash our modem Easter customs have "coppers of commutation” and tacles of corrupt machine politics.
national hero.
at Farmington State Teachers’ Col
ington a patient at the Augusta been practiced for centuries. Even sweets.
Church Sight Service
Bitter
resentment
and
determina

Mr Truman took over the Presi
lege is passing a week's vacation
General Hospital, is showing con- j the sending
of warm-hearted
This week the Church Night
Here in America, one of most tion to force a cleanup have over dency, it is true, at a crucial time
here with her parents, Mr and Service Wednesday night at Union
siderable improvement and friends greetings on Easter cards, which popular
Easter customs—dyeing ruled submission.
—when conditions and circum
Mrs. Jack Carlson.
are hoping for a complete recovery ! originally were carefully hand- hardboiled eggs—has been traced
Church vestry w£l be in charge
The Truman decision boosts the stances called for great leadership
Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
Post. of the Youth Aid committee: Ar
lettered
on
Easter
eggs
colored
with
PTA Meeting
back to early Dutch settlers in chances of effecting the complete ability But he has demonstrated
American Legion will be guests of thur Brown, Mrs. Isabelle Osgood,
At the meeting of Washington herbs.
New York and Pennsylvania. Act change the citizens want in this his lack of such ability. He has
the North Haven Legion Wednes Mrs Marjorie Kalloch, Mrs. Jennie
Easter itself was named after ually it began when early Christ
PTA at the Hodge schoolhouse the
picture. It eases the way some made too many mistakes for a man
day night, for supper and regular Webster, Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker,
following officers for 1952 Presi- ; Eostre, the Anglo-Saxon goddess ians hiding from persecution in the what toward the urgently-needed in the White House, and they have
meeting.
of
Spring,
who
was
especially
fond
Mrs. Betsy Alley, Mrs. Eleanor Con
dent, Marion Jones; vice president, j
catacombs ol Rome, stained their housecleaning in the national ad brought the Nation perilously near
Mre. Josephine Pratt is a patient way, Mrs. Anne Philbrook and
Myrtle Kirkpatrick; secretary, Alma of children. To delight and gain Easter eggs a deep red to symbol ministration, for there has been to disaster. But none more seri
at the Mae Murray Nursing Home, Miss Mary Chillis.
Babb and Amy Chase treasurer. their friendship more easjly, legends ize the blood of Christ.
doubt expressed that the Republi ous than his selection of loose-deal
Chestnut street, Camden.
Washington (Tub
Throughout the Christian era cans could agree on a candidate ing cronies to serve him around the
Films were shown on the new pro- declare she long ago transformed
Miss Fannie Ames, who has been
Mrs. Lafayette Smith was hos
i jector, report on the Union-Wash- a beautiful pet bird into Mr. Hip- painted eggs have been frequently strong enuough to unseat Truman Executive mansion, and keeping
passing a short vacation here with
pety Hop—our fun-loving Easter used to donate the Resurrection
tess to the Washington Club Sat
ington PTA lecture was given by I
personally, backed as he is by a them there in the face of their
her mother. Mrs. Ralph Warren,
MATINICUS
Bunny.
urday night at her home on Chest
Colored eggs inscribed with good strongly entrenched and highly dis- serious derelictions.
past
president
Myrtle
Kirkpatrick
.
have returned to North Haven,
All of us, of course, like to step wishes were the traditional Easter
Mrs. Prank Thompson's sister and refreshments were served by a
nut street
A picnic lunch was
i reputable political machine,
History will be the final judge of
where she is a teacher in the pub
served and the evening pleasantly from Vinalhaven has been visiting committee. There will be no May out ln new clothes at Easter. It’s greetings of Europe for many cen t On the other hand, this thinking his domestic and foreign policies.
lic schools.
a
custom
tliat
springs
from
the
uni

passed with handiwork of various her for a few days.
turies But they proved impracti has been reversed with respect to But they, too. when viewed at close
PTA because of the State ConvenJack Rosengard and V Gates of
“Dickie” Aines of Rockland spent i tion and the Washington officers versal desire to "spruce up" at a cal to send long distances
kinds and canasta
the Democrats. The sentiment has range appear full of faults.
Boston were week-end guests at
his vacation with his grandmother j will be installed on June 5 at the time when all nature is blooming
Tarry Is Seven
Around 1850 the people of Ger been expressed that if Truman
Of all the good effects of his de
The Millers.
with
new
life.
Celebrating his seventh birthday Mrs. Esther Young.
many began sending Easter cards ! eliminated himself, the Democrats cision, none will bring better re
Grange Hall.
Mr and Mrs. Carroll Gregory.
Historically,
however,
the
modern
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Garey
and
in their place. These first Easter 1 would face difficulty in nominat sults than the change to be expect
Mrs. Lizzie Greenlaw, Mrs. Roy Larry Hopkins entertained a group
Easter Parade began early in the greeting cards were designed with
children are spending several days
ing a man strong enough to defeat ed from Russia. The Kremlin has
Arey and Mrs. Burton Dyer were of classmates and friends Friday
GLEN
COVE
4th century, A. D., when Roman religious scenes, and bore Biblical
afternoon at his home on Pleasant with her aunt Mrs Statie Phil
Senator Taft, and certainly none been playing America for a sucker
recent visitors at Rockland.
Miss
Thelma
Small
and
Miss
Emperor Constantine decreed his
brook.
Mi-, and Mrs Leo Lane and son street. The afternoon was happily
Lorraine Snowdeal of Camden were entire court must wear their finest quotations instead of verses Grad who could beat General Eisen- under the Truman leadership, tak
The
penny
and
food
sale
held
in
passed
with
indoor
and
outdoor
were introduced. l hower.
ing advantage of his fear of al
Timothy returned home Saturday
' guests Tuesday of Mr and Mrs. new robes to honor the Feast of ually flowers
games. Prizes were won by Bobby the vestry Thursday night by the i C. E. Qregory.
Then came the familiar chicks, ! To the extent that this thinking leged Russian might A new man
Christs
Resurrection.
In
recent
Ladies
Aid
was
well
attended
and
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of Candage, Joanna Poor and Johnny
Mr. and Mre. Lester Black, son years, it seems, the adventurous bunnies and ducklings—to the de .s correct there is reason for hope in the White House will force a
MASSACHUSETTS INDEMNITY INSUKButeau. Refreshments of birthday about $35 was taken in, which will
AN( E COMPANY, ii. 'i
t: ■
a
Lester, Jr., and daughter Sandra Huck Finn has been the only boy light of children everywhere. Thus that the United Stales will have to change In this attitude.
of Mussuchusetta on the 31st day of Dec. cake and ice cream were served be given to Jackie Hupper of Ten
So look at it from any angle, and
of Friendship, were guests Satur to successfully rebel against this tlie modern Easter card, with sen endure for only nine more months
1951 made to the Insurance Commissioner
timents warm and personal, was an administration that has brought Mr. Truman's decision appears to
of the State of Maine—Aseets; Bond9. from a prettily-decorated ttJble. ant’s Harbor.
day of Mr and Mrs Herbert Black. imperial edict.
19,933,651.05; stocks, $58,886.39; real es Larry received many nice gifts. Tlie
Albert Bunker and Brad” Lewis
born just 100 short years ago.
the country perilously close to ruin. be the greatest service he has ever
tate owned (less depreciation reserve I,
Norman Crockett of Somerville,
Constantine's next step, as the
$697,676.46 ; cash and hank deposits, $569,- young guests were Betty Young, went to Rockland Wednesday af
It will be a great day for America rendered to his country.
Mass. called on friends here Sat first ruler to accept Christianity,
618.27
oUm r mm
|
_ . total as
sets, $11,231,305.29. Liabilities, surplus and Bobbie Oakes. Joanne Poor, "Bobby ternoon.
if the changes for which Mr. Tru
urday.
Certainly it can be made such if
other funds: Reserve for losses, $2,221.- Lou” Conary, Paul Martin, Craig
was
to
summon
the
Council
of
NiSherwin Philbrook was a recent
man has set the stage are effected. the people follow through on it is
068.00/ reserve for loss adjustment ex
Mr. and Mrs. lister Sherer of caea in 325. There it was decided
penses. $80,373.47; reserve for unearned Hansen, "Bicky” Bickford, Johnny guest in Rockland.
Men like McGrath, Newbold Mor they should, and vote for the clean
North Haven were recent guests of Easter should always fall on the
premiums, $4 148,944.09 : reserve for taxes,
Buteau, Bobby Candage, Johnny
$1 ’.b • - i .
Fred and Crosby Ames made a Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron.
Maine Sardines Outselling ris, Dean Acheson; those who have up called for by national corrup
total liabilities. $6,918,293.23 ; special sur
Sunday
following
the
first
full
business trip to Vinalhaven Friday.
plus funds, general voluntary reserve,
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Gregory moon after March 21, the first day
Imported and California been striving to convert America tion.
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of
$300,009.00 ; capital paid up or statutory
Mrs. Emma Ames and son Paul of Vinalhaven were callers on Mr.
into a welfare state, others who
SECURITY
INSl
RANCE
COMPANY
OF
deposit.
$750,000.09; unassigned funds
Brands
of
Spring.
This
formula,
adopted
NEW RAVEN, NeW Haven, in the State have gone to St. George for sever
(surplus). $3,268,012.06 : surplus as regards
compose the so-called
loyalty
: and Mrs.'Charles E. Gregory Thurs- by the Church, explains why Eas
of Connecticut on the 31st day of Dec
policyholders. $4,318,012.04; total.
$11.1951 made to the Insurance Commissioner' al days with her parents.
boards, and subversive Hiss-Coplon
231.305 **9
| dayMaine
sardines
are
considered
ter may arrive anywhere from
of the State of
Assets; Bonds. $9.NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames were
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bean, son March 22 to April 25.
801,075.77; stocks. $9,117,800.33: real es
to be a staple food item by Whole clans and entrenched foreign agents
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of tate owned. $2,470,656 01J mortgage loans
Saturday
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
MRS. BARBARA ADAMS
will
be
through.
Elden and Mrs. Lena Carroll of
Mil w AUKEE INSl RANI l I OMP ANY
on real estate. $391,209.67 cash and bank
With each passing century. Eas salers and retailers throughout the
OE MILWAl KEE. WIS. Milwaukee, in deposits $2,092,535.55; agents balances or Mrs. Wilmer Ames.
Correspondent
Instead,
let
us
pray,
people
who
Warren
were
guests
Thursday
night
south
and
middle
West
and
enjoy
a
the State of Wisconsin on the 31st day of
ter customs have changed remark
uncollected premium8- $2,775,671.35; other
Telephone 75-13
Dec. 1951 made to the Commissioner of In assets, $1,766,375.44 ; total assets, $28,415,Orris Philbrook went to Brain of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wincapaw
give
their
first
allegiance
to
Amer

ably. Some have disappeared com h.gh degree of consumer accept
surance of the State of Maine—Assets;
327.12.
Liabilities, surplus and othei
■
ica will take over, to restore
Alton Wincapaw’ has been conBonds. $10,650,282.^8; stocks. $13,279,926.funds: Reserve for losses. $3,079,451.23; tree, Mass., Saturday to meet Mrs.
pletely.
While others—especially ance, according to the industry's
00; mortgage loans on real estate, $209.find to the house the past week I
reserve for loss adjustment expenses. $302 - Philbrook and Gracie who
Americanism
in
the
American
Gov

have
Funeral
services will be held at
346.79; cash and bank deposits, $1,170.- 017.00. reserve for unearned premiums. 1
those for children—are still widely executive secretary, Richard E
962.72; agents balances or uncollected $13,096,022.75 : reserve for taxes. $459,436.- ; been visiting relatives there and in by illness.
ernment.
3 30 this afternoon at North Haven
Reed,
who
recentlyl
returned
from
a
enjoyed
each
year.
premiums,
$2,648,763.77; other
assets. 25; all other )iabilities- $1,252,501.82: total
Baptist Church for Mrs. Mary D.
$200,368.82; total assets. $28,159,650.98.
liabilities, $18,190.32^05; capital paid up Cambridge.
Medieval churches in many Eur three-week field trip. Reed said
Economy in government is an
Liabilities, surplus and other funds: Re or statutory deposit. $3,000,000.00 . un
Mrs. Jessie Philbrook was a din
ers see and know about them."
Lewis, oldest member of the parish.
opean
countries,
for
example,
en

serve for losses, $2,910,541.93 : reserve assigned funds (surplus), $7,224,998.07;
that
he
found
the
State
’s
famed
for loss adjustment expenses, $191,821.29;
surplus as regards policyholders, $10,224,- ner guest of her sister Mrs. Belle other thing which is a lot easier to
Per capita con-umption has aver Rev Oeorge R. Merriam will offi
livened their services with an "egg- canned seafood prominently da■>* 0? total. $28.41 5.327 12._____________
reserve for unearned premiums, $14,277,talk about than to practice.
aged
between two and three cans ciate. Obituary deferred. Mrs. Lew
612.03, reserve for taxes, $419.760 00 ; all
throwing" ritual. Choral groups played, weil-advertised and often
—
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of i
other liabilities. $68,714.31 ; total liabili Synopsis of the Annunl Statement of
is died April 13 in Rochester, Mass.
I ill. TBAVELBB8 IB DBMNII
< OMsang their hymns on Easter Sun featured in the markets of practic a year for the past 25 years.
ties. $17,868,349.56; capital paid up or COMMERCIAL I\>1 RANCE COMPANY
What
this
country
needs
most
at
PANY, Hartford, in the State of Con
statutory deposit, $2,000,000.00 ; unassigned OF NEWARK. N\ J-. Newark 1. in the
day,
while
tossing
colored
eggs
necticut on the 31st day of Dec. 1951 present is a revival of faith—faith
ally every city he visited.
funds
18.2 1,801.42; surplus as
State of New Jersey on the 31st day of
made to the Insurance Commissioner of
regards policyholders. $10,291,301.42 ; total,
back and forth. In one country,
Dec. 1911 made to the Ins. Commissioner
"They were outselling the import
the State of Maine Assets: Bonds, $101,- in God. our country and ourselves.
$28,159,650.98.
of the State of Maine— Assets: Bonds. $18.232.253.00; stocks. $18,760,759.00; cash and
Poland children floated painted ed and California varieties as high
Lerov A Black
Rockland
498,639.35; stocks. $18,557,077.51 ; mort
bank deposits, $3,050,356.56; agents bal
gage loans on real estate, $518,741.75;
eggshells down rivers, to carry Eas as four and six to one and should
ances or uncollected premiums. $11,717,THE STANDARD FIRE INSURANCE
This Is SENSATIONAL!!!
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of cash and bank deposits. $1,389,042.00;
547.11; other assets, $1,038,525.47; total
COMPANY
ter greetings to mythical races do even better when production
THE
AMERICAN
INSl RANCE
COM agents balances or uncollected premiums,
assets, $136,405,441.14. Liabilities, surplus
Capital Stock $1,000,000.00
PANY, 15 Washington St., Newark 1, in $2,‘0a,621.85 ; other assets, $917,214.35;
and other funds: Reserve for losses, $27.living underground.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1951
volume gets large enough for wider
the State of New Jersey on the 31st day t till assets, $12,686,336.81. Liabilities, sur
190,535.00; reserve for loss adjustment) Cash on hand and in banks $ 1,104,192.48
It Is True MAGIC!!!
German maidens once went at distribution,” he said.
of Dec. 1951 made to the Insurance Com plus and other fund’*’- Reserve for loss-s.
expenses, $2,908,524.00 ; reserve for un- i United States Government
missioner of the State of Maine—Assets: $17,926,277.00 ; reserve for loss adjustment ' earned premiums, $59,643,550.04 ; reserve '
bonds
3.572.398.00 sunrise to dip “Easter water" from
expenses,
$940,661
00:
reserve
for
unearn

Bonds, $46,438,659.38; stocks. $56,935,838.for taxes. $5,907,755.57; all other liabili Other bonds
He said his survey revealed that
7,0.'5l,764.OO
And TERRIFIC!!!
18; real estate owned, $2,802,456.99; mort ed premiums. $11,819,790,29: reserve for
ties, $1,767,550.63; total liabilities. $98,- Stocks
4,265,281.00 river banks to bathe in. It was be
the industtry's 25 cent a case tax
gage loans on real estate, $303,913 43; taxes, $765,886.69; all other liabilities, $1.- 1 417,915.24 : special surplus funds. $3,295.- Premium balances
1,638,302.92
lieved
they
would
be
blessed
with
cash and bank deposits, $11,179,600.28; 626.178 43, total liabilities. $33,078,798.41; J 026.86; capital paid up. $6,000,000.00; un Interest due and accrued
67,638.96
financed advertising and merchan
AFTER INVENTORY I find I am GROSSLY
agents balances or uncollected premiums. capital paid up or statutory deposit, $2,assigned funds (surplus). $28,692:499.04 : Other assets
UML826.82 beauty throughout
the coming
$9,180,896.68; other assets. $3,831,028.66; 000.0b0.09; unassigned funds (surplusi. $7surplus as regards policyholders, $37,987,dising campaign was being felt in
Total admitted assets$17,836,404.18
OVERSTOCKED!
I am going to CUT PRICES to
total assets, $130,672,393.60.
Liabilities, 607.543 40; surplus »s regards policyhold- j
0 total, $136 405 111 14.
year,
if
they
performed
this
cere

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1951
surplus and other funds: Reserve for ers, $9,607,543.40; total, $42,686,336.81.
the various markets but that a lot
Unearned premium reserve $ 9.210,174.12 mony without uttering a word.
THE BONE during the month of April. DIS
losses, $15,455,849.00; reserve for loss ad J. Clarence Moody
Union j Synopsis of the Annual Statement of Loss and loss expeose reserve 1,181,077.34
justment expenses, $1,410,512.00 ; reserve
< RAFTSMAN INSURANCE COMPANY. Tax reserve
Easter in the 15th century Eng of missionary work must be done
431,150.54
for unearned premiums. $02,843,910.54 ;
COUNTS will run as large as 30% on most items.
Boeton, in the State of Massachusetts on
133,757.60 land was celebrated by young and before it reaches top efficiency.
reserve for taxes, $1,862,500.00; all other Synopsis of the Annual Statement of 1 the 31st day of Dec. 1951 made to the Other liabilities
Total liabilities
$10,956,159.60
liabilities, $2,167,120.90; total liabilities, CALVERT FIRE INSl RANCE COM
'risurance Commissioner of the State of
The
fact
that
such
large
and
ac

You can save yourself many dollars by coming
old alike in a light-hearted, al
Contingency
$83,739,892.44; capital paid up or statutory PANY. Philadelphia in the State of Miine Assets: Bonds, $962,179.39; stocks,
day of Dec. 19. '.
reserve
$1,200,000.00
deposit, $5.000,000.00; unassigned funds I'ennsylvania on the
tive markets have been built up and
$120,622.00; cash and bank deposits, $106.most
boisterous
manner.
Free
to
Washington for appliances.. Keep me in mind,
made
to
the
Insurance
Commissioner
of
.
Capital
1,000 •
(surplus), $41,932,501.16; surplus as re
918.45; agents balances or uncollected
gards policyholders, $46,932,501.16 : total the State of Maine- Asa,tR: Bonds $53.- premiums, $27,915.81 ; other assets, $4.Surplus
4,680,244.58 6.880.244.58 shaves were offered in the church maintained over the years with
we
handle only standard lines—the entire Gibson
843,334.92;
stocks.
*337,901.15;
cash
and
$130,672,393 60.
140 27. total assets, $1,222,075.92. Liabili
Total
$17,836,404.18
bank deposits. $ 1.1 .<7,345.60 ; agents bal ties, surplus and other funds: Reserve Securities carried at $306,222.00 in above yard by village barbers to those practically no merchandising and
line;
the Glenwood stove, refrigerator and washing
ances or uncollected premiums, $184,986.- for losses, $320,080.00 : reserve for loss statement are deposited with public auTHE AETNA CASUALTY & SURETY
attending Easter services. Villages advertising, surely indicates that
47; other asset*. $1 78,965.87 ; total ass. ts
adjustment expenses, $13,718.30; rej-erve thorities. as required bv law
COMPANY
machine
lines; Speed Queen line; Monarch electric
$55,682,534 01.
Liabilities, surplus and for unearned premiums, $281,841.00; re
the
industry
’
s
new
development
sunk
a
ceremonial
shield
in
the
Capital Stock $6,000,000.00
other funds : Reserve for losses. $3,503.- serve for taxes, $97,559.62 ; all other lia.
Svnopsis of the Annual Statement of Thames River. And then attempted program has promising possibili
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1951
stove
line
; the Florence stove line; Coolerator deep
153.00; reserve for
adjustment ex- , bilities. $36,227.04 ; total liabilities, $749,THE
TRAVELERS
INSURANCE
COM
Cash on hand and in banks $ 10,168,736.02 penses, $190,440.00; reserve for unearned |
425 96; capital paid up or statutory de
PANY, Hartford, in the State of Con to break lances against it while ties,” he said.
United States Government
freeze line and refrigerator line; Gibson Deep Freez
premiums.
$29,326,270.83 .
reserve
for posit, $190,000.00; una.ssigned funds (sur
necticut
on
the
31st
day
of
Dec.
1951
made
bonds
517,720.00 taxes $5,263,957.09; “1* other liabilities,
Reed visited Philadelphia, Atlan
to the Insurance Commissioner of the standing afloat in oarless boats—to
Other bonds
81,139.095.00 $423,932.60; total liabilities, $39,027,753.52 : plus), $372,649.96 ; surplus as regards
ers, (the old and original Deep Freezers), Domestic
policyholders. $472,649.96; total, $1 222,State of Maine—Assets: Bonds. $1,107,- prove their athletic prowess.
Stocks
50,798,035.50 special surplus fundi4- * $504,470.70
**
; capital 075.92
ta,
Birmingham,
Montgomery,
443.436.72: stocks. $45,939,349.00: real es
Mortgagew loans
121,271.13 paid up or statutory deposit, $1,000,000.00;
electric
sewing machines; the Youngstown Sink
tate owned, $13,694,438.38 ; mortgage loans
Real estate
1,530,388.69
Young English swains carried Jackson and Meridan. Miss., New
unassigned funds (surplus). $15,150,309 on real estate. $148,030,336.22: cash and
Premium balances
15,006,937.55 79; surplus as rerards policyholders. $16.- Synopsis of tht* Annual Statement of
lines;
Tracy
stainless steel sinks, bath room sets,
plush,
beribboned
chairs
around
to
bank deposits. $6,181,063.39 deferred and
Interest due and accrued
750,651.76 I 654,780 49; total. $55.682,534.01.___________ ATLANTIC MUTUAL INSURANCE COM
Orleans, Little Rock, Memphis,
uncollected premiums. $28,193,426.84 : other win
Other ass<
4 ' -.r< »■ 13
PANY, 49 Wall St., New York 5, in the
kisses
from
each
girl
they
white,
green
and blue; Fairbanks-Morse electric
Louisville,
Cincinnati,
Huntington
assets. $83,214,633.97 ; assets a -cident de
State of New York on the 31st day of Dec.
Total admitted asBets
$196,471,341.78 j S,n„o.,. uf thc
partment. $365,779,582.60; total assets. $2.- could hoist overhead three times.
hot water heaters; several makes of oil burning
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1951
and Charleston, W. Va , Pittsburgh
Mll.L OWNERS ML TEAL FIRE 1NSUR- 1951 made to the Insurance Commissioner
100.476.257.12.
Liabilities,
surplus
and
Unearned premium reserve $ 55,207,9C4.62 j ANCE COMPANY. Dec Moin™. in the of the State of Maine—Assets: Bonds,
other funds: Reserve for losses. $613,612.- As for small-fry, the boys boldly and numerous other smaller key
Loss and loss expense reserve 75,582,215.60 State uf Iowa on the 31st day of Dec. $18,010,586 75; stocks. $14,624,463.81: real
heaters; Sherwin-Williams paint line; apartment
66 ; reserve for loss adjustment expenses. darted
about on Easter Sunday markets.
Tax reserve
3,011,883.00 ' 1951 made to the Insurance Commissioner estate owned, $3,500,000.00 ; cash and bank
$6,838.83 : reserve for unearned premiums,
Other liabilities
6,083,786.92 ! of the State of Maine—Assets: Bonds. »4.- deposits, $4,608,754.96; agents balances or
size gas and electric refrigerators.
$5,693,278.60. reserve for taxes. $6,834- stealing buckles off the shoes of
Total liabilities
$139,885,850.14 I 7M.C99.90 ; stoeM. »», 11.»»».2-» t real estate uncollected premiums, $773,303.38; other
“I barely scratched the surface,
852.00: all other liabilities. $1,630,286,794.Contingency
,,M. H51.S94.S1. cash and hank de- assets, $1,967,188.44 ; total assets, $43,484,their
feminine
playmates,
who
re

71 ; liabilities accident department. $229.Have a few new '51 models Deep Freeze refrigLiabilities. surplus and other
reserve
$14,600,000.00
but saw and learned enough to
malts I45S.»62."8
; au *511.612.18:
nts balancesolli*'
orr 297.34.
495.828.75; total liabilities. $1,872,931,205- taliated by
! uncollected
premiums.
funds: Reserve for losses, $10,241,312.73;
snatching the boys’
Capital
6,000,000.00
55: special surplus funds, $61 916.023.01.
rators
that I am going to sell at cost; Estate, elec
convince
me
that
Maine
sardines
reserve
for
loss
adjustment
expenses,
$566,Surplus
34,985,491.64 55.585,491.64 assets.
152.24: total assets. *6,612.135.capital paid up or statutory deposit. $40.- caps. Afterwards, it was customary
15. Liabilities, surplus and other funds. 368.49; reserve for unearned premiums,
Total
$195,471,841.98
000.u00.00 : unassigned funds (surplus)
play an important part in the natric
and
oil combination stoves; Fairmont double
$10,569,881.40;
reserve
for
taxes,
$294,Reserve
fur
lo»es.
C
6025.70.
r«er-«
for
to
redeem
the
captured
items
with
Securities carried at $1,569,072.00 in above
$125,629,028.56 . surplus as regards policy
stab rnent are deposited with public au- loss adjustment expenses. $20.41.^32 re- 200.00; all other liabilities. $4,806,181.10:
nation’s food picture and will be
holders. $227,545.051 57; total. $2,100,476, candy or toys.
oven gas and oil combination stoves; deluxe models
total liabilities, $26,477,943.72; special sur
serve for unearned premium.. «3 ,28.020thorities. as required by law.
267.12.
73; reserve for ta*™.
4,’’-. • 1 plus funds, $2,033,000.00; voluntary re
Because of these Eastertime shen come an increasing1^,*’ 3 important
Harwick Gas and Oil combination and many other
serve, $4,973,353.62; guaranty fund, $3,THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COM other liabilities. *161.313 23; total liabili- 000,000 00; unassigned funds (surplus). Synopsis of the Annual Statement of
factor as more people get to use
ties.
*4,881.248.12;
capital
paid
up
or
PANY OF HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT
FIREMEN’S
INSURANCE COMPANY anigans, church attendance dropped
lines,
and many more things not mentioned in this
$7,000,000.00;
surplus
as
regards
policy

statutory deposit. *200.000.00: unassigned
Capital Stock $5,000,000.00
total. $43.484,- OF NEWARK. NEW JERSEY, Newark, off
alarmingly. English parsons them.
fund, .surplus).
.surplusss holders, $17,006,353.62
ASSETS Dec. 31. 1951
in the State of New Jersey on the 3l6t
advertisement.
297.24
Reed suggested that New Eng
Cash on hand and in banks $ 5,995,611.88 regards policyholders, *2.230.887.0.1. total.
day of Dec. 1951 made to the Insurance complained and scolded their con
*6.612.135.15
____________________ I
United States Government
Commissioner of the S'.ate of Maine—
This outfit has plenty of merchandise. If you
bonds
14.033.212.00
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of Assets: bonds, $24,271,094 35: 6tocks. $63,- gregations in no uncertain terms. land. and especially Maine retailers
Other bonds
30,039,005.00 1 Synopsis uf the A nnual Statement of ALBANY INSl RAN( E COMPANY, 65 365,045
. real estate owned, $2,946,000 - And eventually the traditional dig might also find sardines to be a
want to save money, this is your chance!!!
Stocks of affiliated companies 7,3 10,200.00 RELIANCE INS. CO. Of PH1I.A.. I hiladel- Fifth Ave., in the State of New York on 00; n
.age loans on real estate, $1,.
Other stocks
18,554,974.48 phia, in the State ,f Pennsylvania on the the 31st day of Dec. 1951 made to the Ins. 055,69. .
cash and bank deposits, $5.- nity of this reverent holiday was profitable, large volume item if they
Home Office property
840.060.00 ;-l«t day of Dec. 1961 made to the Insur- Commissioner of the State of Maine—As 534,18184; agents balances or uncollected
THIS IS THE FIRST AND ONLY SALE I HAVE
“take the mout of hiding from back,
Premium balances
8,324,976.60 ance Commissioner of the State of Maine sets: Bonds, $2,694,271.44; stocks, $955.- premiums, $4,769,844.93; other assets, $6,- restored.
Interest due and accrued
275,170.90 -Assets: Bonds. $6,720,210.42; stocks $4.- 828.00; mortgage loans on real estate, 629,132.12; total assets. $108.470.99".86
bottom
shelves
and
let
the
customIn
France
and
Belgium,
even
to

EVER
HAD, AND IT IS GOING TO BE A GOOD
$213,211.65: cash and bank deposits, $296.Other assets
578,619.93
Mrs. Joyce Ames, son John. Mrs
Marion Young, Mrs Mamie 6uke- ,
forth Mrs
Oould. Ralph
warren, Joseph Nelson, Kenneth
Holbrook and Dante Pavone were
jn Rockland Friday.

What Reed Found

403,558 00; cash and bank deposits. $.32,agents balances or uncollected
Total admitted assets
$85,982,770. < 9 294.47
premiums. $2.1)45,716.6*: oth r assets. $ a 1.LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1951
Unearned premium reserve $37,500,848.41 619.29: total assets, $13,953,399.04. Liabili
Loss and loss expense reserve 9.690,203.92 ties, surplus and oth^r funds: Reserve for
Tax reserve
3.452.137.98 'losses. $1,503,742.00; reserve for loss adOther liabilities
4,025,109.49
justment expenses, 8100.635.00 ; reserve for
Total liabilities
$54,668,299.80 unearned premiums. *6.366.669.67 ; reserve
for taxes, *173.156.00 : all other habtlrtlM.
Contingency
*361.965.96: total liabilities, *8,606.158.62.
reserve
$6,500,000.00
capital
paid up or statutory deposit, *..Capital
5.000,000.00
(surplus),
Surplus
19,814,470.99
81,314.47099 000,000.00: unassigned funds
*1117
240.42surplus ss regards policy
Total
t85.982.770.79
holders. *3.447.240.42 : total. *13.953.309 04.
Securities carried at $793,801.00 in above
statement are deposited with public au-

law______________ ~ Synopsis of the *««»•!
CENTENNIAL INSL RANCE COMPANY.
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of U. 49 Wall St.. New York, in the State of
S- Branch of the ATLAS ASSURANC E New York on the 31« day of Dec. 1951
CO., LTD., London, England on the 31st J made to the Insurance Commissioner of
day of Dec. 1951 made to Insurance Com I the State of M line— Aneets: Bonds. *10.missioner of the State of Maine—-Assets: ( 344.753.85; cash and bank deposits
Bonds. $7,485,294.66; stocks. $3.409.187 00 ; 070.366.72; agents balances or uncollected
cash and bank deposits, $1,581,923.55; I premiums. *416.251.67 : other assets *407.agents balances or uncollected premiums, i 960.61 ; total assets. $13,239,332.75. Lisbtlt$1 199.851.91; other assets, $256,839.83; j ties, surplus and other funds: Reserve
total
assets. $13,933,096.95.
Liabilities, 'for loss™. *2.689.642.58: r™ervc for loss
aarplua and other funds: Reserve for adjustment expenses. *145.5:0.60; reserve
losses. $1,256,717.00; reserve for loss ad I for unearned premiums. *3,819.230.46: re
justment expenses, $80,151.00 ; reserve for serve for taxes. *195.800.00; all other
unearned premiums, $6,518,006.16 ; reserve liabilities. 82.5T8.676.60: total liwbilatiM.
for taxes. $469,353.48; all other liabilities. *8 928.820.24; special surplus funds. *521,$339,868.04; total liabilities. $8,663,595.68; 373 00; capital paid up or statutory de
*1.500,000.00;
unassigned funds
capital paid up or statutory deposit, $500,- posit
000.00 : unassigned funds (surplus). $4,- (surplus). ' *2.283.139.61 : surplue as re
gards
policy
holders,
*4,310,512-51 ; total,
769 501-27; surplus as regai
;

thorities,

«n,

at required hv

$6,269,501.27; total. $13,983,096.9**.

lit 289 >31.76.

784.66; agents balances or uncollected
premiums, $460,906.61 ; other assets, $180..
311.42 ; total assets, $4,801,313.78. Liabili
ties, surplus and other funds: Reserve for
losses, $187,452.00 ; reserve for loss adjust
ment expenses, $13,725.00; reserve for un
earned premiums, $1,589,126.80; reserve'
for taxes, $142,338.32 ; all other liabilities, i
$23,312.70; total liabilities, $1,955,954.82;
capital paid up or statutory deposit, $1,- I
000,000.00; unassigned funds (surplus),
$1,845,358.96; surplus as regards policy- ,
holders. $2.845,358.96 ; total, $4.801.313.78. J

Synopsis of the Annual Statement of
THE .TRAVELERS FIRE . INSURANCE
COMPANY. Hartford, in the State of
Connecticut on the 31st day of Dec. 1961
made to the Insurance Commissioner of
the State of Maine—Assets: Bonds, $57,603,729.00; stocks, $6,030,212.00; cash and
bank deposits, $5,631,397.83: agents bal
ances or uncollected premiums, $10,748,881.87: other assets, $470,493.93; total as
sets, $80,484,714.63.
Liabilities, surplus
and other funds: Reserve for losses, $6,885,457.00 ; reserve for loss adjustment expenses, $387,951.00 ; reserve for unearned
premiums, $47,348,202.52 ; reserve for taxes,
$3,293,760.44 ; ail other liabilities, $3,403,152.19; total liabilities, $61,318,523.15;
special surplus funds, $1,365,216.80; capitai paid up. $4,000,000.00
unassigned
funds (surplus), $13,800,974.68; surplus as
regards policyholders, $19,166,191.48; total,
$80,404,714.63.

Liabilities, surplus and other funds: Re
serve for losses. $9.191,185.09; reserve for
loss adjustment expenses. $605,751.45; re
serve for unearned premiums, $45,086,879.62; reserve for taxes. $1,223,502.07 ; all
other liabilities, $5,149,768.42; total liabili
ties. $61,257,086.65; capital paid up or
statutory deposit $12,275,000 00: unassign
ed funds (surplus) $34,93^,904.21 ; sur
plus as regards policyholders, $47,213,904.21; total. $108,470,990.86.
J. Clarence Moody
Union

’ Synopsis of the Annual Statement of TH!
‘ HOME INSURANCE COMPANY, , New
York, in the State of New York on tht
i 31st day of Dec. 1951 made to the Insur
' ance Commissioner of the State of Mai nt
) —Assets: Bonds, $155,778,120.94; stocks
$154,107,372.19; real estate owned. $6,804,977.76 ; cash and bank deposits, $34,525,001.17 ; agents balances or uncollected
premiums, $19,562,958.04 ; other assets. $4 .
154,929.80; total assets, $374,933,359.90.
Liabilities, surplus and other funds: Re
serve
for losses, $31,315,560.83: reserve
I
for loss adjustment expenses, $1,943,600.) 00; reserve for unearned premiums, $163,‘ 843.315.15; reserve for taxes, $7,500,000.j 00; all other liabilities. $9,979,437.41; total
, liabilities, $214,581,913.39; capital paid up
) or statutory deposit, $20,000,000.00: ua. assigned funds isurplus I. $140,351,446.51
! surplus as regards policyholders, $160,351,446 51 . total. fcT4 933 359 9C
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Precious Heirlooms
Can be Used-Now
Give your living room a

mellow

lovely

touch with that antique

now In the attic.

ONE! I can finance any of the above F. H. A. on
part of it, or anything attached to the home, NO
DOWN PAYMENT—30 MONTHS CREDIT! Appli
ances through National Shawmut Bank, 15% down,
Bal. in 18 months. No Better Credit Terms in the
Grand Old U. S. A.!!

Bear in mind that no chain store, individual store
or any appliance store can or will even try to meet
my prices!

Just send lt to

me for expert refurbishing at mini

HAROLD B. KALER

mum cost.

H. JOHN NEWMAN

TEL. 5-25

48 MASONIC STREET
TELEPHONE 1106-M
ROCKLAND, MAINE

24-aw

WASHINGTON,

MS.

OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS
Route 220 from Waldoboro, 1" and 220 from Rockland
40-T*Th-M

I

QUIZZING THE DRIVER

THOMASTON
I and Social Item*. Notices and Advertisement* may be aent
or telephoned to
MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Miss Marion Pickard has moved
from the Norman Kalloch apart
ment to the C. Poster apartment,
formerly’ the Dr Heald house on
Main street.
Helen Simpson, of Quincy. Mass.
and Charles Bell of Braintree.
Mass., were guests of Mr and Mrs
Roy R Bell. Green street, over the
week-end.
Mr and Mrs John Dickey of
Concord. Mass. were recent visit
ors of his aunt and uncle Mr. and
Mrs. Guy C. Libby on Meadow road
At the regular meeting of Grace
Chapter. OES. Wednesday night
the Rainbow girls will do their de
gree work Refreshments will be
served after the meeting. Officers
are requested to wear white.
Mr. and Mrs. Marstin T Simmons
will hold open house from 2 to 9 p.
m, for their golden wedding anni
versary. Saturday April 26. at their
home on 5 Thatcher street.
The Extension
Association is
holding a special meeting tonight
7.30 at the home of Mrs Mildred
Harjula, St George road There
will be refreshments and each one
is asked to attend. This is a very
special meeting.
All Pythian Sisters of Mayflower
Temple with their husbands and
all Knights of Arcana Lodge and
their wives will have a chicken
supper at the K F Hall Wednesday
6.45 p. m. It is hoped to see all
members there.
Mrs. William Cullen, Miss Anne

AND MORE
ORIFLOW RIDE

Wisenan, Miss Louise Harrington,
and Miss Margaret Shea of Lewis
ton were guests Sunday of Miss
Mary B. Cullen.
Miss Martha Jones, who is con■. alesoing at the home of her ne
phew and wife. Mr and Mrs. Nor
man Whitehill, 21 Beechwood
street, was pleasantly surprised
when her niece Mrs Woodrow Wil
son came in bringing a lobster stew
and all the fixings for a family sup
per, trade at Mrs Wilson's home
assisted by Mrs. Harold Whitehill.
Those in the party were Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Whitehill and daugh
ters Barbara and Charlena of Rock
land. Harrison Whitehill, Florence
Whitehill, Mr and Mrs. Norman
Whitehill and children Sylvia and
Normie and Mrs. Wilson. A social
evening followed the supper.
Warrant Officer and Mrs. Ted
Libby have returned to Port Banks.
Mass., after visiting his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy C. Libby. Meadow
road for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall and
daughter Janice spent the week-end
at Everett, Mass, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Flood.
Mrs. Woodrow Wilson recently re
ceived word that her husband Capt.
Woodrow Wilson has been commis
sioned Lieute/iant Commander in
the Merchant
Marine Reserve,
Presently Capt. Wilson is in com
mand of a ship in the Par East.
Celebrates Eighth Birthday

Miss Jacqueline Lee Harjula en
tertained some of her classmates
' and neigfoors at the home of F. L.
S Morse in observance of her
eighth birthday, Saturday: Invited
were Muriel Abbott, Douglas Har
ridan. Sheila Savon. Bruce Vinal,
Jerry Townsend, Barbara Davis,
Jean Stone. Susan Clark. Ronald
Linscott, John Ludwig, John Grotton, Norman Whitehill, Donna Mae
Prescott, Cheryl Harjula, David
Wolfe, John Miller, Alta Emery,
Sandra Richards, Beverly Roberts,
Sally Harjula, Delores Lindsey, Mo
na McMillan, John Beaudry, James
Winslow, Nancy Lindahl, Alice Mc
Intyre, Robert Philbrook, Eric Har
jula, Linwood Olsen and Jean Cold
of Rockland.
Remember always that it isn't
the automobile that's dangerous—
it's the driver.
PUBLIC NOTICE

To Whom It May Concern:
The Selectmen. Town of Friend
ship. County otf Knox, State of
Maine.
hereby
give
notice
that Leland Johnson has pe
titioned said Town for a permit to
build a wharf twenty (20) feet wide
and one-hundred fifty (150) feet
long, extending in a generally
southwesterly direction from his
property at Forest Lake on the
shore of the Medomak River.
Hearing on such petition will take
place at the wharf location stated
above at 1 P. M. on the thirtieth
day of April, in the year of our
Lord, 1952, at which time all per
sons having interest in said peti
tion will appear.
WOODROW J. VERGE.

$
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NOT THIS

LUTHER S- WOTTON,
HARVEY A. SIMMONS.

Selectmen of Town of Friendship
49-lt
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Give your woodwork a long-

GET THE

'

COMPLETE
PICTURE THE'

DODGE

lasting ’newly painted’ look—

Here Are Twenty Timely Questions, and
With Them the Answers
How do you rate as a driver?
Are you better than average? Are
you equipped with enough driving
experience and know-how to safely
meet the twenty most common
emergency situations that you may
expect to encounter upon the street
or highway?
The situations are presented in
the form of 20 problem questions.
The average score for the prob
lems is 59 out of a possible 100
points. As a means of comparing
your own abilities behind the wheel
with those of other drivers, the
Courier-Gazette prints the 20 ques
tions below, and hopes that you
can better the average score by a
considerable margin so, before
looking at the list of correct an
swers and points awarded for each,
below the questions, take a pencil
and paper and jot down your own
answers.
1. Your car is traveling at a 40
m.p.h. rate of speed on a dry, hardsurface road and you come upon
a situation requiring an emergency
stop. There is a minimum safe dis
tance (taking into consideration
reaction time and braking disance) in which you can count on
safely bringing your car to a stop.
What do you estimate this distance
to be?
2. You are driving an automo
bile a distance of about 100 miles
fairly late at night. Name five
practices you should be sure to ob
serve in making this trip.
3. You are motoring with your
family. You have a flat tire and
you are going to make the change
yourself. Name six precautions that
you should take to prevent accident
and injury.
4. If you are out with your fam
ily driving along in your car and
a fire should break out under the
hood, what three things should be
done immediately before attempt
ing to extinguish the fire?
5. Let us assume that you are
taking a 290 mile motor trip on an
average highway during normal
traveling conditions. How much
actual driving time (rest periods
eliminated) would you allow for
the trip.
6. Assume that you are riding in
the front seat of an automobile
when the driver faints. Name the
, three things that you should do to
prevent an accident.
7. Let us assume that you are
planning to take a motor trip with
your family. There are at least six
factors or conditions that you should
take into account in determining
the speed at which you should
travel. Name these factors. Ex
ample, condition of car.
8 Can you visualize in actual
distance just how far it would take
to stop a car traveling at 40 m.p.h.?
(Fick an object a certain distance
from you and decide whether you
can stop your car before it reaches
that same distance from you.)
9. You are in a line of traffic on
a three-lane highway and the op
portunity for passing is proper and
safe. Name three things that you
should be sure Vo do before passing.
10. While driving your automo
bile you come to a no-stop, no-light
intersection at the same time that
another car on the other intersect
ing road arrives. You are on the
right of the other car. What would
\>o'i do?
11. You are driving along a two- *
lane highway at night and a car
coming at you is blinding you with !
his high-beam lights. Name the
first thing you should do. If the
driver does not dim his lights, name
two precautions you should take.
12. In parking your car on a hill,
there are three sound safety pre
cautions that you should take to
prevent the car from rolling away
and causing an accident. Name
these three precautions.
13. You are driving along a twolane highway at about 40 m.p.h.
Suddenly you observe a car ap-

a smooth finish that stays as
brilliant white as the finish on
your refrigerator! Your choice

of three different sheens—glos.%
eggshell, or flat. All are wash
able, all have enamel dura
bility. And all are super-white!

5$^

SHOW
DOWN
WAY!

GAME PARTY

Every Tuesday Night
Minimum Prize $2.50
SPECIAL GAMES
Two Cents a Card.
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37
Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building
1-T-tf

’

proaching you about 500 feet awayheading directly for you on the
wrong side of the road Obviously,
you should try to stop and get off
to the side of the road, but there is
one important thing you must do
immediately. What is that?
14 You are obliged to walk upon
a highway at night. There are no
sidewalks or a side path. Name
three things that you should do in
order to insure your safety while
walking along the highway where
cars are traveling.
15. You are driving your car
along a three-lane highway and
going up a long hill about 40 m.p.h.
when you overtake a large trailer
Nancy Davis tries to soften the rebuke given by George Murphy to
truck which has slowed down to
! their impetuous young son, Billy Gray, in a scene from “Talk About
. a Stranger,” heartwarming story of a boy whose love for his dog drives
about 15 m.p.h. At this point, you
| him to desperate measures. Lewis Stone and Kurt Kasznar also star
are about 60 feet from the crest of
in the new’ film now showing on the Knox screen.
the hill and the driver of the truck
signals you on. What would you
do?
Modern Motor Car
16. You are planning to make an
CAMDEN
Deadly Search. Detective Robert Ryan tries to force Ida Lupino
extended motor trip with your fam
Needs More Attention Thart r
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
to reveal the hiding place of her crazed brother, a murder suspect, in
ily. You would, of course, have your “On Dangerous Ground.” RKO’s absorbing drama in which the coCorrespondent
Occasional Lubrication,
car checked over by professional star; open at the Strand Theatre in Rockland today for a two-day en
TEL. 2197
Says Hudson Official
mechanics. What five mechanical gagement.
parts of the car should you make
In outlining a Springtime checkMiss Alberta Garland of WaterBarlow of Swansea. Mass., spent
sure the garage has put in top
APPLETON
tup
program for motorists, preterwn,
Mass.,
was
the
week-end
working order?
John Chaples is recovering from the week-end with Mrs Brown's guest otf relatives.
I ventive maintenance is stressed by
mother, Mrs. Addie Robbins. In
17. You have become involved in
a fall sustained last Wednesday, Lubec. They were accompanied as
The Camden Community Hospi Walter S Milton, airector of ser
an automobile accident in which
there has been considerable prop when he fell from the back of a far as Machias by Royce Miller, tal Club will meet at Green Gables vice for the Hudson Motor Car
erty damage and some of the occu moving truck. A crew of men in who visited friends there over the Inn, Thursday. April 24, at 1220 j Company.
Mrs. Luella Tuttle will serve as hos i "The modern motor car is a
pants of the two cars have been the employ of Black & Gay Can week-end.
Miss Estelle Harrington, who vis tess.
injured. Name (a) your most im ning Co., were engaged in burning
i highly complex mechanism that reThe Camden Garden Club will ' quires more attention than an
portant consideration and (bi what blueberry land. They had finished ited Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown
would you do about that considera burning one piece belonging to during the Easter recess, has re meet today, April 22. at 220 at the occasional
lubrication."
Milton
tion?
J Herbeft Mitchell and were moving turned to her home In South Paris. home of Mrs. Earl Pitman. Gil says. ' However, a thorough lubri
Mrs Frank Hart entertained at bert Jaeger will show three films cation is most essential; motor oil
18. Let us assume that you are to another field on the same farm.
going out in your automobile and Mr Chaples, with several others, a family dinner Sunday in honor on Conservation, including a very should be changed to Summer
three of your passengers are chil was riding in the back of a pick of Mr. Hart's birthday. Present important one on Forest Fires.
weight, oil filter cartridge replaccigf'
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hussey and and all damaged fittings removed
dren. Name four precautions to be up truck When the truck started were Mr. and Mrs Howard Collins
Mr. Chaples was thrown backwards and family of Liberty and Mr. and son of Damariscotta were week-end and all working parts freed-up so
taken to insure their safety.
19. If you were driving your car over the tailboard, striking on the Mrs William Mathieson and son guests of her mother. Mrs. Alice that fresh lubricant will be effect
along a main highway under normal black road, on his head and shoul of Montville and Frankie Hart. Mr. Burkett.
ive. The average car is subject to
The final meeting and covered much abuse during the Winter
traffic conditions and you saw a dog ders. He received a scalp wound and Mrs. Maurice Butler and fam
crossing the road 50 feet ahead of and was badly shaken up. He was ily spent Sunday evening with Mr. dish supper of the Ladies' Bowling months. Periodic checking of vari
League will be held at YMCA, to ous points affected by hard Win
you, name two considerations you carried to his home by Basil and Mrs. Hart.
Jon Perley Pitman of North Vas- day. The Hurricane team will be ter driving will detect trouble be
must take into account before at Gushee. driver of the truck, where
salboro spent the Easter recess with in charge.
tempting to brake your car and he is under the care of a doctor.
fore costly repair bills are neces
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haining ac
The food sale held recently by his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
avoid hitting the dog.
sary.
companied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Byron
20. You are driving your car at the Boy Scouts netted them about Albert Pitman
"Motor tune-up is most import
Mrs. Albert Pitman and Mrs Haining of Rockport, were in Gar ant; valve lash should be checked,
a speed of 35 m.p.h. on a slippery $20.00.
diner
Friday,
where
they
attended
The
Old
Fashioned
Square
Johnson Pitman of North Vassalsurface. Suddenly the back end of
cylinder head tightened, distribu
the funeral of Mr. Hainlng’s uncle
your car starts to skid toward the Dance to be held in Riverside Hall boro were Rockland visitors Sat
tor points cleaned and spaced and
Mr and Mrs Willis Stahl and
right. Tire way to bring your car Friday night will be sponsored by urday.
carburetor cleaned and adjusted.
son
Russell.
John
Stahl
and
Miss
out of a skid is to turn your steering the Georges Valley Grange Sewing
,
Spark
plugs should be cleaned, lead
Jeannette Stahl of Melrose. Ma
wheel in the proper direction. Which Circle and the proceeds wifi be
are on a trip to Washington, D. C deposits removed, spaced, new gas
used
in
repairing
the
Grange
Hall.
of the following directions is cor- ;
Mrs Lawrenc” Hspkins who has kets added and tightened in cy-<$
rect? (1) Turn wheel in opposite Come all; wear your dungarees and
been confined to her home by ill Under head to manufacturer's
direction the rear of the car is skid- j have a good time. See ad on an (' VETERANS WI4O NEED
specifications. Fan belt should be
ness is able to be out.
other
page
in
this
paper.
ding (2) Turn wheel in same direc- J
checked for wear and adjusted.
Robert
King
and
Miss
Mary
Ann
TREATMENT FOR A SERVICEtion the rear of the car is skidding , Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge will
"Radiators should be flushed and
Hale, students at Gorham Normal
observe
Mothers'
and
Daughters
’
CONNECTED DENIAL CONDITION
(3) Try to hold steering wheel
checked for leaks, hose inspected
School,
are
guests
of
her
mother.
Night Wednesday, April 23.
straight.
MUST WAVE PRIOR VA
for wear and connections tightenMrs Evelyn Bryant.
♦ * * *
Fire Department Busy
AUTHORIZATION FOR SUCH
Mrs. Ruth Treearten of Bartlett, led."
Appleton volunteer Fire Depart
(Answers to questions of the Safe
TREATMENT BEFORE IT CAN
Batteries are generally overwork
N. H. is a guest of her sister, Mrs
ment has had a busy week. Sparks
Driving Quiz)
BE GIVEN AT GOVERNMENT
ed during cold weather and Milton
Percy Hopkins.
from a waste fire back of the
1. 100 feet or over. (2 points).
EXPENSE
Miss Evelyn Thompson, who is advises a voltage check to deter
2. Drive slowly (2 pointsi; rest schoolhouse set fire to dry grass,
enjoying two weeks’ vacation from mine conditions of cells. Terminals
when tired (1 pointi; dim lights for burning nearly to the cemetery.
her duties at the Camden National should be cleaned and greased to
oncoming traffic il point); keep car Quick work by the school children
Bank, is spending the week in prevent oxidation
and
cables
doors locked i'j pointi; do not pick kept it from reaching the pine
Boston and vicinity, visiting with checked and connections cleaned
grove while the fire department
up hitchhikers Ci point).
friends and relatives. She was ac and tightened.
3. Car well off to side of road (1 worked to save the cottages on the
companied by Miss Alberta Gar
pointi; all passengers out of car and adjoining land owned by the
Experience is the only teacher
land.
kept off road (1 point); brake on Church of God. A few days later
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will m a position to demand and get llS\H
“
and in gear (1 point); safe footing another rubbish fire on the prop
meet on Wednesdav evening at 720 own price.
for jack (1 point); no part of body erty of Miss Francis Gushee got
for its regular business meeting
under car (1 point); don't over out of hand and set fire to the
The Good Cheer Class will meet
barn Quick work on the part of
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
exert (1 point).
Wednesday evening at 8 at the Con
full information contact yoor nearest
4. Turn off ignition (4 points); the firemen saved Miss Gushee’s ForVETERANS
gregational
Parish
House,
for
an
Double Feature
ADMINISTRATION ofica
steer to side of road (1 pointi; all home. They have also answered
important business meeting This
1.30—6.30—7.45
several calls to stand by while , The worst thing about a big meeting is in place of the previ
passengers out (1 point).
blueberry land was being burned, ■ town is that it lacks the effective ously scheduled April 30 meeting
5. 5'i to 8 hours. (5 points).
regulation of gossip.
6. Turn off ignition (4 points); as a safety measure.
Our crying need is a peace that
Tne food and rummage sale held
grab wheel (1 point); steer off to
will permit a reduction in the size
at the Post Office Saturday net
side of road and brake to stop
Camden Theatre of headlines.
ted about $37 for the repair fund
point).
of Georges Valley Grange.
7. Condition of weather
TODAY ONLY
At the last meeting of the Com
June Haver and
point); condition of traffic
Gordon MacCrea in
munity Club it was voted to con
point); condition of driver
tinue the hot lunches until the
"DAUGHTER OF
point; condition of roads
close of school. They will be in
point); time of day (1 poir
ROSIE O’GRADY”
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
8. The object which you picked charge of Mrs. Helen Simpson and
(In Technicolor!
IN ONE STRANGE NIGHT
should be at least 100 feet away Mrs. Clara Wentworth.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
SHE MET BOTH
The Seniors, with Mr. Ratten,
from you, a greater distance is far
Ava Gardner and James Mason
LOVE AND MURDER!
returned from New York Saturday
safer. (6 points).
In a dark house on a lonely hill
“PANDORA AND THE
9. Signal car ahead (1 point); night. All reported a wonderful
. . . happens one of the most
signal car behind <1 point); make time but glad to be home.
FLYING DUTCHMAN”
terrifying stories ever filmed . . .
(In Technicolor!
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown ac
sure car is not overtaking you in
companied by her aunt, Mrs. Nora
middle lane (4 pointsi.
10. Slow down, then proceed, or
stop, then proceed. (3 points).
tires (I point).
/
theatre
11. Blink your lights (3 points)
17. Injured passengers (2 points);
—slow down (2 points); keep eyes send for doctor (1 point); make
WALDOBORO-TEL. 1M
On the Same Program
injured comfortable (1 point); ren
to right side of road (2 points).
Every Evening at 8.H. Mattneea
12. Wheels to curb or stone be der first aid <1 point).
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at M0.
Ctimg iwtiiSfojy.
hind wheel (1 point); emergency
18 Care in closing doors <1
TODAY-WED.-THURS.
on (1 point); car in gear (1 point). point); keep children seated (1
APRIL 22-23-24
13. Blow horn (5 pointsi.
point); lock doors (1 point); no
“VIVA ZAPETA”
14. Face oncoming traffic <1 hands or heads out ot windows (I
starring
point); wear or carry something point).
Marlon Brando, Jean Peters
white <1 point); step well off road
19. Passengers in own car (2
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
when cars pass (1 point).
points); other cars on the road <2
APRIL 25-26
15. Don’t pass (4 points).
points).
Edmond O’Brien, Yvonne
16. Brakes (steering gean (1
20. (2) Turn steering wheel in1
DeCarlo, Barry Fitzgerald in
point); horn (1 pointi; lights (1 same direction the rear of the car |
“SILVER CITY”
IDA LUPINO '
point); windshield wipers (1 point); is skidding. (10 points).—Kenne-;
In Technicolor
bee Journal.

Vic Vet jayt
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W9DF

BROTHERS

4 It sends

M Chills down
yMirsptnel

The story of a GIRL
who trusted a
STRANGER!

WALDO

ROBERT RYAN

LEARN SHORTHAND IN 6 TO 8 WEEKS
STUDLEY

NELSON

KNOX THEATRE, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

AT STRAND TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,
TEL. 20
THOMASTON, MAINE

515 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

A I N T S
FOR

EVERY

PURPOSE

There are important positions right now in your city and in
Stale offices for those who ran write shorthand. Qualify
quickly, easily, by learning this approved, efficient system. Day
school. Evening School. Summer school classes. Get details
now. NEW CLASSES NOW STARTING IN DAY SCHOOL.
TEI.. UR

SPEEDWRITING SCHOOL

245 MAIN STREET

Affiliate of Rockland School of Commerce

HANG
ONTO
YOUR
HATS
FOLKS

in

/W

D6HCU°US
tuauno

It’S
Coming
ROCKLAND LIONS CLUB

4th ANNUAL MINSTREL

COMMUNITY BUILDING — MAY 5 and 6
43-54

WARP BOND

US

with

W-

CHARLES KEMPER

Shows at: 2.00—6.25—8.30

run tawwes • mss anon
BCK VAILU - RKHARD KROKI

Today—"STEEL TOWN”
ANN SHERIDAN
STARTS SUNDAY

“SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN”

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 22, 1952

Social Matters

Wayne Fifield of Augusta is
spending the Spring vacation with
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hale Fi- i
field, Trinity street.

Mrs. John L. Howe, Jr., daugh
ter of Mrs. Percy Reynolds, ar
rives with her two children tonight
from Pittsfield, Maine, to be near
her mother through her stay at
Knox Hospital. She will return to
Pittsfield Sunday night if her
mother's condition permits.

Was Great Success

Rebekahs Of District 16
Have a Fine Session At
Tenant’s Harbor

The meeting of District No. 16,
Miss Barbara Ooldsmlth, a mem-1 Mrs Blanche Keyes, Miss Ruby
Rebekahs, was held April 16 at
ber of the Junior Class Lesley Col- j Thorndike, Miss Thelma Alley and
Tenant’s Harbor. The afternoon
lege, Cambridge.
Mass., after Donna A. Pitts were Easter din
meeting was opened in form by
spending the Spring holidays at j ner guests at Tamarack Lodge, of
the hostess lodge, Puritan No. 59
the home of her parents, Mt, and Mrs. Frederick A. Carter.
It was the president’s official visi
Mrs. Keith Goldsmith of 197 Broad
tation and district meeting com
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Miller, I Among those from Rockland at bined. The distinguished guests
way, has returned to college.
son Edward and daughter Arlene tending the Oooper-Stickney wed- ! were: President of the Rebekah
Vesper L. Packard left by plane returned home Friday from a ding, in Woodfords Friday were Assembly of Maine, Miss Marytoday from Portland for Savannah, week's vacation in Washington, Gen. and Mrs Kenneth P. Lord, I Norma Elms. Dover-Foxcroft; vice
i Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Mrs
Oa. Wednesday he will join Mr. D. C
president of Rebekah Assembly of
Harold Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Maine, Mrs. Constance MacPhail,
and Mrs. Edwin L. Brown at Jessup,
Miss
Beatrix
Flint
was
the
holi

Miles
Sawyer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
RichGa, and then motor them home to
Owl’s Head; Past President or Re
Rockland. Mr. Brown has been a day week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. i ard Spear, Mr. and Mrs. Christy bekah Assembly and Past President
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Spear, of the A. R. A , Mrs. Inez Crosby,
patient in the Leaphart Hospital at T. F. Lawson in Orland.
I 2nd, Miss Sylvia Adams, David
Jessup for the past month.
of Camden: Past President of L. A.
The Diligent Dames of the Con Bicknell, Sam Collins, Dr. and Mrs. P. M„ Mrs. Addie Brown of Rock
Mrs. Douglas Lash of Friendship gregational Church meets in the John Smith Lowe. Mr. and Mrs. land; District Deputy President,
was honored at a surprise stork vestry Thursday at 2.30 p. m. with Edward Gordon and Misses Eva Mrs. Mary R. Wiley, Tenant's Har
shower Friday night given by her Mrs. Neil Fogg and Mrs. Frederick and Ruth Rogers.
bor; District Deputy Marshal, Mrs.
sister-in-law, Mrs. Robert Lash of Farnsworth, hostesses.
Myrtle Taylor. Tenant's Harbor.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Gamble
and
Friendihip at the home cf her par
Following the introduction of
ents, Capt. and Mrs. John Stevens,
Miss Margaret Dorman R. N., and daughter Cecelia of Columbia. S. guests the meeting was in charge
C„
were
dinner
guests
Sunday
of
Rockland street, this City. The Miss Barbara Young R. N., have
of the District Deputy President.
many dainty gifts were presented returned home from Long Beach, Mr. and Mrs. John Murgita.
Mary R. Wiley.
in a decorated bassinet. Buffet Calif., Miss Young being called by
Afternoon Session
Tonian Circle will meet Wednes
lunch consisting of sandwiches, tea illness in the family.
Address of welcome, Noble Grand
day night at 6.15 in the Universal
cakes, cookies and punch was served
ist vestry for a picnic supper with of hostess lodge.
by candlelight by the hostess. In
Joseph W. Allen celebrated his
Response to address of welcome,
Miss Margaret Nutt, hostess. The
vited guests were: Mrs. Bessie Ben 76th birthday at the home of his
evening will be devoted to quilt Inez Crosby, P. P. of R. assy of P.
ner, Mrs. Elmer Pinkham, Mrs. daughter, Mrs. Ida Leonard, Sat
P. of A. R. A.
tacking.
Pearl Jones, Mrs. John Stevens, urday. Mr. Allen received many
Silver collection for the home fund.
Mrs. Charles Ross, Mrs. Lee Wot nice gifts.
Refreshments were
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Fifield and
Class in unwritten work.
ton, Mrs. Edmund Wotton, Mrs. served. Guests were his brother, Miss Allie Gray of Rockland, Mr.
Report of lodges by Noble
Myron Mank, Mrs. Woodbury Rich Everett Allen, his nieces Mrs. Rose and Mrs. Robert Gamble, Miss
Grands.
ards, Mrs. Vernan Sweeney, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Lillian Pomeroy, and Bfenda Gate Hooker and Robert
Demonstrations: Presentation and
John Goggins, Mrs. Nadine Bow Mrs. Agnes Jillson, his grandson, Pitts of Columbia. S. C. attended
retiring of the flag, draping the
den. Miss Janet Smith, Mrs. Lewis Whitney Allen, Mrs. Louisa Barter the funeral services of Mrs. Ficharter, model election of officers.
3tockford, Mrs. Judson Crouse, Mrs. and daughter Sally Ann, Mrs. Car field’s nephew, Charles Moody in
Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
George Harlow and Mrs. Robert la Kirk and son Raymond, and Mrs. , Frankfort on Thursday. Robert
Question period.
Cross of Rockland, Mrs. Carl Eva Vannah and daughter Alice Gamble, a cousin, was one of the
Evening Session
Young of Camden and Rindy Lash May. Another grandson, James Al bearers. Mr. Moody, age 24, was
Memorial
service, Maiden Cliff
of Friendship.
len was unable to attend.
instantly killed in Winterport on Rebekah Lodge No. 79.
April 14. Enroute home the group
Silver collection for the home
Mrs Percy Reynold’s Carrolls’
The Rockland Junior Women's I were supper guests of Mrs.
Lane enters Knox Hospital today Club meets at the Bok Nurses home Gamble’s sister and brother-in-law, fund.
Awarding certificates of perfec
for surgery, after being discharged tonight at 8 p. m. Nomination and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kinney in
from the hospital she will recuper election of officers. Plans for the Searsport. Her mother, Mrs. Martha tion to Marion D. Watts
Donations for regular and home
ate at the Lucette Nursing Home. banquet will be discussed.
Gray, who resides in Searsport, was fund of *184 for day by Noble
Thomaston.
also present.
Grands.
The WCTU will hold its annual
Exemplification of Rebekah De
Mrs James F. Burgess enter Temeperance and Missions meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gamble and
tained at dessert bridge Friday Friday at the Littlefield Memorial daughter Cecelia. Miss Brenda Gale gree, hostess lodge.
After the adjournment of after
night at her home on Beech street. Baptist Church with members of Hooker and Robert Pitts of Colum
Prizes at auction were won by Mrs. the local mission circles co-operat bia. South Carolina left for their noon session supper was served by
Raymond Moulaison, Mrs. Donald ing. The program will be in charge I homes today after spending a week Madeline Wood, Ann Monaghan and
Perry and Mrs. John Richardson. of Mrs. Kate Brawn and Mrs. Ag with Mr. Gamble’s parents, Mr. Addie Erickson. The dining room
Mrs. Perry also won the traveling nes Young will give the devotional ! and Mrs. Hale Fifield, Trinity was in charge of Margaret Cant,
the favors and decorations being
message. Representative of the Mis street.
prize.
made by Esther Minzy.
sion Circles will give a brief report
Mrs. Cynthia MacPhail and Mrs. on where in the foreign field their
The meeting was in charge of
Mrs. George L. St. Clair enter
Jean Winchenbaugh were honored work for the past year has been tained Mite Club Monday. High the District Deputy President. Mary
at a post nuptial surprise miscel centered. Mrs. Charles A. Mars- scores in contract went to Mrs. Ern R. Wiley.
.
laneous shower Thursday night taller of Bangor, (formerly of est Buswell and Mrs. A. D. Morey,
The two candidates initiated into
given by the telephone girls in the Rockland i will be guest speaker. j Mrs. Bert Blodgett and Mrs. Eugene membership were Eleanor York
lounge of the New England Tele
Special musical numbers and re I Stoddard were guests. Light re and Vivian York of Spruce Head.
On the program the certificate of
phone and Telegraph Co., building freshments by the ladies of the en freshments were served. The next
on School street. The affair was tertaining church. Friends as well 1 meeting will be with Mrs. Arthur perfection was awarded to Marion
Dowling Watts of Puritan.
sponsored by the hospitality com as members are invited.
! Haines. Broadway.
During the President’s remarks
mittee, Miss Janet Smith, Miss Ce
Kermit St. Peter, Jr., entered the certificate of merit was award
Mrs. Roger Hanson and children,
lia Herrick and Miss Naomi Withington. The honor guests were pre Stanwood and Virginia, returned I Knox Hospital this morning for an ed to Eleanor Tyler, N. G. of Puri
tan No. 59 for the fine manner in
sented many lovely gifts. Apple pie, Saturday from a visit with her appendectomy operation.
which her degree team exempli
ice cream and coffee was served. brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Alex yardavoulis will be fied the degree.
Attending were Miss Muriel Ander Mrs. Hugh Bain Snow, at Brain
A fine and interesting meeting
son, Miss Patricia Wellman, Miss tree, Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Snow ac giguest speaker at the Rccklar.d
Doris Gray, Miss Betty Lawton, companied Mrs. Hanson home, and Lions Club Wednesday noon. She was had and everyone went home
will speak on Mexico and present tired but happy after a long day.
Miss Noreen Bartlett, Miss Louise spent the week-end with Mr
a movie made during her recent
Smith, Miss Blanche Pease, Miss Snow’s mother, Mrs. John I. Snow.
visit to Mexico City. Crs. Curt
Nettie Jordan, Miss Margery Per
The F.E.W. Class of the First Lovill of Gardiner, wife of Lions
ry, Miss Esther Hall, Miss Arlene
Club International director for New
Doucette, Miss Agnes Pease, Mrs. Baptist Church and friends held a
England will be a special guest. The
bowling
party
Thursday
evening
Beautiful Bell Shaped Plant
Vera Bailey, Mrs. Helen Gallup,
Lions Club International ConvenMrs. Mary Small, Mrs. Lola Smith, at Camden. After an enjoyable eve
Comes In For Praise
I
tion
will
be
held
at
Mexico
City,
ning the group were served refresh
Mrs. Kay Blethen.
ments at the home of Mr. and Mexico, this year.
What is more "welcome than
Sumner Philbrook. Attending
flowers that bloom in the Spring,
RADIO and TELEVISION Mrs.
SOUTH HOPE
were Mr. and Mrs. Laurel Shaw,
tra la la?" Among the loveliest
Mrs. Chloe Mills is the guest cf and most fragrant, stands the hy
SERVICE
Mr. and Mrs. John Paulsen, Mr.
Prompt - Efficient - Pick-up and ! and Mrs. Sumner Philbrook, Miss her son-in-law- and daughter, Mr.
acinth. It is a bulbous herb of
Deliver—Phone 708
Celia Herrick, Mrs. Norma Phil- and Mrs. Arthur Sprcwl in Apple- the lily family and a treasure of the
MAINE MUSIC CO.
[ brook, Mrs. Gladys Tolman, Larry . ton.
406 MAIN ST.—UPSTAIRS
Miss Brenda Hart passed several Spring garden.
The mythological Hyacinth was
47-49 , Bell and Lawrence Pooler.
days with relatives in Portland, reI turning Saturday with her aunt, an extraordinarily handsome lad.
Mrs. Norman Bernstein, and chil Both Zephyron, god of the winds,
“SHORT CUT” TO
dren and Mrs. Roy Jacobs. Mrs. and Apollo, god of the day, adored
: Jacobs and grandson, Stephen and loved him. Hyacinth respond
PERMANENT BEAUTY
Neary, will spend the week w-ith ed to the warm affections of Apollo,
! Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hart
ar.d this kindled a great wrath in
Mrs Phyllis Smith and children the heart of Zephyron. While
i of Hope spent the week-end with Apollo and Hyacinth played at
| her mother, Mrs. Jessie Yattaw.
quoits, Zephyron watched them
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Holmes and and brooded. To wreak revenge on
1 sons. John, David and Richard, and the carefree pair, he caused a gust
I Thomas Holmes of City Mills, to deflect the quoit that Apollo
Mass., visited a few days with the had just tossed. The point struck
! Taylor-Harris family last week.
T
Hyacinth on the brow, killing him
Mrs. Ediith Drinkwater and
instantly.
; daughter, Teresa, of Spruce Head
For expert grooming service,
Apollo vowed by all the gods, that
Lasting, lustrous, beautifully
visited Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Tay
visit
our
shop
where
satisfac

the rare beauty of this lad should
styled permanents—
lor, Sunday.
Walton Oxton of Rocgland was never die. Crying out the syllables
tion comes first.
$5. to $15.
' the guest Sunday of his sister. Mrs. of woe “AJ! Ai!” he commanded
' Susie Hemenway, and brother, Ed the earth to give forth a blossom
KNIGHT'S
GILBERT'S
of sweet loveliness as an everlast
ward Oxton.
ing memorial to his beloved. Thus
BARBER
SHOP
BEAUTY SALON
the hyacinth came to be.
Helen Oldls Knight, Prop.
Roger Knight, Prop.
Possibly it is from this legend
TEL. 142
ROCKLAND
375 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND 477 MAIN ST.
that the hyacinth is frequently
carved on tombstones as a symbol
(VETERANS WHO HAi/E BEEN 7
of sadness and remembrance of
' DISABLED INLINE OF 9U1Y
things past.
Anywhere in tde world

On The Hyacinth

Vic Vet

jays

SINCETUE KOREAN CAMPAIGN
STARTED ON JUNE 27,1950
MAY BE ENTITLED TO V-A
COMPENSATION AT WARTIME

Two counties, Franklin and Som
erset, went through the first three
months of this year without a
traffic fatality.

HATES
•“Yes” promptly to 4 out of
5 men and women—married or
single. Cash loans for worthy
purposes. Phone for 1-visit loan
or come in today!
. . . write
Loons $25 to $300

rewmat finance

rrrCO.I

2nd IL, (FARNSWOBTH MEMOHAl BIBO.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKIAND
Phone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YfS MANagei
OtEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON

Iwit met* t* rnitmti *1 *H w:r..n4i»t l«« • I**11 t«» *'«'»>* U»«n» He. 15

seeking to bridge the gap between
the old and new ln parent-child re
lationships. Mr Case daily finds a
multitude of problems facing him
and his associates. He tries to reach
the youth of the area and to con
serve the spiritual values of the
Old Indian religion while cleansing
it of detrimental pagan customs.
More than 125 of the young people
of Mr. Case's area were in the

Mates from:

CITY*

W

O0U6U

Eleven members of the Rockland

Miss Miss Edith Canterbury,
consultant. Medical Record Libra
rian, from the New England Center
Hospital, returned to Boston Sat
urday after spending the week at
Knox Hospital.
—KCGH—

Miss Barbara Young, R.N., has retnmed from Long Beach. Calif.,
called home due to illness in her
family. Margaret Dorman, R. N.,
came back with Miss Young.
—KCGH—

Mrs. E. M. McCausland, South
Thomaston brought in an assort
ment of magazines.
—KCGH—

The Local Nursing Committee,
under the B-K-B-U Regional
Nursing Program met Friday after
noon with Miss Edith Canterbury,
to discuss the findings relative to
a Medical Social Service Worker
and review the week’s work. Mem
bers present were Father Kenyon,
Miss Eliza Steele, RJ4., Mrs. Es
ther Long, RJ4., Mrs. Margaret
Gutoske, R.N., Camilla Donlan,
R.N. and Mrs. Dorothy Folta R.N
Following Miss Canterbury's evalu
ation questions were answered.
Plans for an Orthopedic Institute
were reviewed by Mrs. Margaret
Gutoske.
—KCOH—

Garden Club attended the Medom
ak Regional meeting of the Garden
Club Federation of Maine, Friday
ln the Cosmopolitan Club House,
Bath.
The State President, Mrs. Allan
Gillis, of Milo, gave an outline of
projects of the Federation for com
ing year and told of the National
Council meeting held recently in
Biloxi, Miss.
Mrs Perry Byrne of Damariscotta
Regional Director, presided and
several chairmen gave reports and
urged the clubs to participate in the
work, especially that the Hopsital
Services at Togus. The chairman,
Mrs. Dunlay, asked for donations of
vases (all sizes) for use in flowre ar
ranging at the Veteran’s Facility.
The vases can be packed and
shipped directly to Togus, or car
ried over by Gray Ladies who go
once a week.
Fine reports of club presidents
were given showing continued in
terest in garden activities and pro
jects Mrs. Earl Fuller of Camden,
an assistant regional director ex
tended an invitation for the Octo
ber Regional meeting to be held In
Camden, and called attention to the
annual flower show to be held in
August.
Rev. Herbert B. Craig, Protestant
Episcopal Rural Priest Visitor, spoke
at the afternoon sessions on
"The Spiritual Values of Being
Contented.” A splendid discourse.
Attending from Rockland were
Mesdames Frank Carsley, J. A.
Jameson, George St. Clair, Frank
Horeyseck, Ernest Buswell, L. B.
Ames, H. P. Blodgett, Fred Linekin, Ernest Knight, George Avery
and Miss Annie Frost.

All members of the R.N. Club are
urged to bring friends to see the
Caldwell's Book
movies, which will be given by Dr.
Edward
K.
Morse,
on
his
trip to Greenland with Commander “A Lamp For
Nightfall”
MacMillan in the ’Bowdoin Ex
Deals
With
Maine
Scenes
plorer.” This program will be
and People
given in the Auditorium of the
Farnsworth Building, April 29.
Erskine Caldwell was born on
Tuesday at 8 p. m.
December 17, 1903 in White’Oak,
—KCOH—
Coweta County, Georgia.
His
Admissions: Mrs. Beth Stockford, father was a Presbyterian minister
Rockland: Mrs. Jeannette Orff. and the family moved frequently
Warren: Miss Barbara Goldsmith.
throughout the South. As a young
Rockland; Austin Kinney, Spruce
man he worked in Georgia, Mem
Head.
‘
phis. New Orleans, Philadelphia
-KCGH—
and Baltimore as a mill laborer,
Discharges: Mrs. Cecelia Mc
farm hand, cook, cotton picker,
Phee, Rockland; Parker Speed,
stage hand and. for a time, even
Dark Harbor; Mn. Joan Porter,
as a professional football player.
Lincolnville; Mrs. Barbara Rich
He attended Erskine College in
ards, Rockland.
West, South Carolina, but spent
most of his time hopping freights,
SOUTH WARREN
travelling through the South. Al
Mrs. Zena Nelson and Charles though his early education was
Smith of Union were recent callers very informal, he attended the Uni
at the Libby homestead.
versity of Pennsylvania and the
Winslow Robinson and sister Ar- University of Virginia. He left
delle Hazelton of St. George were the latter in 1925 to become a re
Sunday callers at L. S Copeland’s. porter for the Atlanta Journal.
Good Will Grange held a pie sale When he found this did not leave
at the close of the meeting on him enough time for his own writ
April 17 for the benefit of the ing, he “holed up in Maine” for
cancer drive.
four years. His first novel, The
Bastard, was published in 1929
Mr. Caldwell was a newspaper
NORTH SEARSMONT
correspondent in Mexico, Spain
Miss Christine Norwood returned and Czechoslovakia in 1938 and ’39,
to Winchester, Mass., Sunday after and a war correspondent in Russia
passing the Easter vacation with in 1941 for Life magazine. In 1938
Mr. and Mrs. Elden Maddocks.
he lectured at the New School for
Mr. Maddocks who has been ser Social Research on "Southern Ten
iously ill, is resting comfortably at ant Farmers.” He received the 1933
this writing.
Yale Review award of one thou
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Davis and sand dollars for "Country Full of
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Davis met at Swedes.” He is the editor of the
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram American Folkways Series.
Davis at Georges Lake, Sunday,
Mr. Caldwell is most noted for
the occasion being the birthday of his novels on the economic condi
their son Vaughn Davis.
tions of the South, Tobacco Road
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bunker of and God’s Little Acre. The former
Brewer were callers Sunday at the was dramatized by Jack Kirkland
home of Richard Mirriam.
and played by Henry Hull, and
Guests at the Maddocks home though it suffered from the censors
, Saturday were Mr. and Mrs. X. X. in many cities, played in New York
1 Mallett of Warren and Susie and for over seven years. Mr. Caldwell
■ Paul Maddocks of Union and Ap is a member of the Authors League
pleton.
of America and the National In
Sunday callers included Mr. and stitute of Arts and Letters, and
Mrs. Hiram Davis of New Sharon, lives in Tucson, Arizona.
Maine.
New York—Duell, Sloan and
Pearce. Boston: Little, Brown.
OPS. cardboard signs now
History has a habit of repeating available at The Courier-Gazette
The brain was made to think
itself—especially about the first of office—four for 50 cents. Oet them with—but the pocketbook forms
each month.
in the front office.
tf mo6t of the opinions.

Distinctive
These entirely new handsome Handbags are <
colors.

Each containing a small coin purse of j

matching material.

Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet '

are feather light in your hand.

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
18 WILLOW ST.
I6TOH AVE
at SOth Street

Eight From Here

Attended Medomak Region
al Meetings In BathHeard Fine Program

made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid i

9 SINGH

LATEST TOP HITS
Fur (ell Inform.tUtn rantart roar ■
VKTERANS ADMINISTRATION <

Health Portal

Handbags...........

GOING TO

SHEET MUSIC

STATE NEWS CO.

Cooper-Stickney

At a candlelight ceremony Friday
• wc'AS.'
t ? 1 evening in the Woodfords Congre
gational Church,
Miss Virginia
Stickney became the bride of Doug
las Keniston Cooper of Rockland.
The double ring ceremony was per
formed by Dr. Frederick H. Thomp
son, pastor of the Woodfords
Church assisted by Dr. John Smith
Lowe, pastor of the Rockland Uni
versalist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Stickney of
Hastings street Woodfords, and
Mr. Cooper is the son of Mrs. Al
mon Cooper of Rockland and the
late Mr. Cooper.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a gown of eggshell
satin with a yoke fashioned of heir
loom lace. A fingertip veil of illu
sion fell from her satin cap and she
carried lillies of the valley combined
“Half and Hair’ Harden
with white camellias.
Mrs. Clifton R. Turner, who was
“Man, oh, man. is I a mess.
matron of honor, wore a ballerina
That Howard Crockett dope left me gown of lavender net. She carried
this way yesterday, just half ready pansies in shades harmonizing with
for the Lions Minstrel show. He her gown and wore a matching
said he was coming back and black hand of the flowers in her hair.
the other half so I could go on with Miss Nancy Kent of Presque Isle
was maid of honor, she was gowned
the endmen when the show opens
In blue net with matching pansies
at Community Building on May 5 in her hair and bouquet.
and 6. Proceeds of the show will
William Bicknell of Rockland,
finance a team in Little League ccfisin of the bridegroom, was best
Baseball this Summer and help in man and the ushers included
Charles E. Stickney Jr., and Fred
charity projects of the club. Come
eric H. Stickney, brothers of the
hear me sing in the show ”—“Half bride, Almon B. Cooper, brother of
and Half’’ Harden.
the bridegroom and Russell Palm
er of Plymouth, N. H„ cousin of
Their Sad Plight the bridegroom.
At the reception which was held
in the parish house the bride's
Indians To Be Evicted From mother received the guests wear
Lands They Have Occu ing a long gown of raspberry lace
pied For Generations
with white gloves. The bridegroom's
One of the best friends which the mother wore a plum colored gown.
Miss Betsey Cooper of Rockland
Gros Ventre, Ree and Mandan In
dians of North Dakota have. Is Rev- and Pittsfield, sister of the bride
Harold W. Case of Elbowoods, N. D., groom was in charge of the guest
Congregational Christian Home book and Mrs. Esther Wolfe of
Missionary who spoke at the Con Thomaston, Miss Joanne MacCorgregational Men’s Association meet macx and Miss Ellen Economy as
sisted in serving.
ing Friday night.
Following the reception Mr. Coop
These original Americans have
been much in the news of late be er and his bride left for a wedding
cause they are facing evacuation trip. They will make their home at
by the U. S Government from rich 469 Main street, Rockland.
Mrs. Cooper, a graduate of Deer
lands which they have occupied
for many years in order that Garri ing High School and the University
son Dam may be built. This Dam of Maine, has been employed as
will take approximately 156.000 acres service representative for the New
of the very best land in that area England Telephone and Telegraph
Company in Rockland.
and the Indians must move to other
Mr. Cooper was graduated from
sections.
The land from which (he Indians Rockland High School and the Uni
are being removed has been the versity of Maine. He served with
home of these people for genera the Navy three years and is em
tions. It is a heartbreaking experi ployed by the Dragon Cement
ence for many to find a livelihood Company in Thomaston.—Sunday
Telegram.
and new neighbors many of whom
will not welcome the uprooted In
dians. Mr. Case is working closely United States armed forces during
World War II.
with the Indians in trying to meet
The Fort Berthold Mission began
these problems.
He works not only with the In in 1876. From its inception its pur
dians and the tribal councils but pose was to lift the Indian com
with church leaders, the congrega munity not only spiritually but ec
tional Christian Board of Home onomically and socially. It starts
Missions, Congressional Committees, projects and then turns them over
Government agencies and many to the Indians as soon as local
other groups in an effort to help leadership can be developed. “We
these families relocate wisely and came in with the first school and
to introduce the Indian people to through the years we developed the
white residence and official agen Public School wlych took our over
cies of North Dakota. The five and later the Indian Bureau accept
Congregational Churches are to be ed this responsibility,” says Mr.
moved one to each of segments so Case. In similar fashion they start
that when the Indian people reach ed Scouts, 4-H Clubs, Home-makers
their new homes they will ‘‘find the groups. Civic Clubs all of which
have grown up into husky, inde
church there.”
Mr. Case went to North Dakota pendent children.
In 1951 Fort Berthold celebrated
30 years ago with the idea of work
ing only a year. He is still there— its 75th Anniversary recalling the
such was the strong pull of the job. time when Dr. and Mrs. Charles
A firm friend and advocate of the L. Hall, a young couple from New
rights of the Indians, Mr. Case is York City made their wedding jour
equally concerned about teaching ney on a flat boat a thousand miles
up the Missouri River to work at
them their civic responsibilities.
His duties demand that he be Elbowoods among the Mandans,
not only a bit of a sociologist, Gros Ventres and Arickaras—small
teacher, farmer and civic adviser remnants of three Indian tribes
but an itinerant pastor-at-large. practically destroyed by the Sioux.
Mr. Case was the guest of the
When World Wjir II restricted auto
travel he used a saddle horse to Monteiths while in the city. Friday
cover some of the wide open spaces afternoon he met with representa
through which he must travel in tives of the various women’s groups
in the church, at the parsonage, and
the line of duty.
the old and new in parent-child re told of his work as a Home Mis
lations between the three tribes sionary.

Exceeding safe speed and reck •Garage facilities available
less driving were responsible for • Airport bus stops at our door
eight of Maine’s 27 traffic fatali •GrandCentral ond Pennsylvania
Stations are convenient
ties during the first three months
of 1952.
Completely Modernized ond Redetoroted

Above poymentj cover everything!
Inferejt Charges: 3% per mo. on bol.
up to $150; 2’/,% per mo. on any
remainder of such balances up to
$300.(Me)

cenMar^ rant uses to »«»

Lions Minstrels
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tempted

By Ralph W

Tyler

Bluebirds a:e a: their nest building attain and I know of no more
•musing situations than those that
transp re in the early stages ol m-st
•SMtractlon of a pair of tnese uaually weli mannered and generally
peaceful creatures

mate day of the year,
O e day you will journey through
the wood* and aee m
• >'> ■ and other early arriva’s busying themselves on the ground,
Ne . uay you :na go cut and find
the tree feeding oirda everywhere.
The female, definitely the boss"I a ually belie1 e I
one day wital building tine, la ever s arting Of tiie warblers
cu’ar about the most r .nute d
into the Demuth Hill area of Waltaiis of selecting a nes- .1. s. it. c-orj.
She simply “henpet ki
1 attentIt had been a dull and rather cool
ive mate and heaps scn.n upon niornin and my son and I had been
him at his every effort to please trou'.ing in
the Slagio-Demuth
her.
area As we sat down to lunch by
His patience never falters how1
ue brook the sun burned
ever a:....... th . I
law hi had through the clouds with a welcome
last selected seemed unendurabljr warmth Small leaves were showing
oaius in her disdain he flits cheer- at the tips of maples, and poplars
fully to another and proudly Mris and -io;; wood were growing fair
her inspect the marvelous Qualities sized leaves
of his latest find
The woods were very quiet except
It goes on and on for hours like for the occasional thumping of a
that, with now and then a small vooupe ker here and there,
morsel to eat until they have covPrcsent-v we heard the chipping
ered an entire orchard, and likely . notes oi many birds in the tree
as not she will finally select the top* working toward us. Then WO
spot for a nest that was among the could see them, literally hundreds
most scorned of those he fou. 1 foi
a ai biers flitting among the
her early that morning.
branches. The dm of their bird
It is possible that other birds go ta k was all about us and each was
through the same routine but the busy catching some minute insect
bluebird is an ideal bird to watch high up In thfl *..i..est frees
because he is not afraid of human..
In a few minutes they had gone
An orchard of rather old and and the woods was quiet again, but
knarled apple trees will usually find as they passed I identified the
at least one pair of bluet.res work- Myrtle, th* ytllow, the redstart and
ing
around in it for a nesting the black and white warblers and
place, although they will build in there must have been others. It
any tree where a natural hole is was quite a picture.
found. They are very appreciative
of a hand-made bird house and beThere is not much I can tell the
cause they are sociable they usu- Black Cat about the English Sparally make their nests close to row
country dwellings.
Some years ago when my kids be- < •
longed to the 4-H Club, the secreThe warblers will soon be com- tary obtained through Congressman
ing. It is like the coming of the Clyde Smith a Government pamswallows to Capistrano, although phlet on the habits and control of
the warblers do not arrive on a def- the English sparrow Today I at

to find

one to send

Prank but was unsuccessful.
The
English Sparrow is
"toughie" of the thickly settled and
city areas and has many bad hab
its.
Alone, they are cowards. but with
their “gang" tactics they harrass
and often destroy the nests and
young of other birds.
Like the Starling they are im
ports and our country would have
ueen better off if they had stayed
on the other side of the Atlantic.
The male is a fighter and will
tackle a full grown dove for a mor.■■el of food. They quarrel much
among themselves and are known
to kill one another ln combat. In
crowded quarters they are often
infested with mites and bird lice

Well I thought I was about to be
come the victim of some practical
joke as I opened a distinguished
looking envelope marked "confldentia!" and bearing a return add
ress to the Deodorized Order of the
Skunk, Plaistow. N. H
Come to find out the enclosed lit
erature was from a rapidly grow
ing Int-rnat.onal Older with the
above name who are doing a lot of
business all over the world and was
founded for (quote 1 "The encour
agement and practice of Friendship
and Loyalty through Good Fellow
ship."
Officials in this order bear the
unique title of "Stinkers" in va
rious ranks according to their offi
cial capacity and the New England
a;ea is headed by District Deputy
Imper.al Grand Stinker Arthur H
Erwin of Boston.
Various affiliated branches over
the country are called "odors." A
member at large outside of organ
ized activities is known as a "Lone
’ Stinker."
In each branch the officers bear
similar.ties to the skunk in this
j manner. A secretary is called the
■Recording Stinky," and the trea
surer is the "Financial Skunk,”
etc.
That the organization is no joke
is revealed in the official publica
tion "Stink-A-Gram," a monthly,
printed on finest quality magazine
j paper and generously illustrated,
which on the current issue appears
"Vol. 3—No. 10," and for the infor
mation of advertisers it is stated
that the circulation is 20,000 copies
per month.
The order has a large variety of
copyrighted insignia such as pins,
stationery, shoulder patches, pen
nants. banks,and book matches all

MEREDITH’S SPIRING MATTRESS SALE Offers You
Quality Innerspring Mattresses At Closeout Prices
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to of which bear the likeness of our ■ couple of Knox Couhty boys this
Full consideration ol replaolng the
familiar nocturnal
roamer, the coming Summer
screen will receive the attention of
a skunk.
1 More about this in a forthcom the Knox County Fish and Oame

Dues range from 50c annually for
"Little Stinkers" (under 16 years! j
to $1 for “Big Stinkers" (over 16
years' and the class called "Sunny
Stinkers' (Polio victims! for free.
Doubtless there are many readers
■who know of this organization, but
it is the first time I ever heard of
it and although it appears to be by
no means an obscure order it cer
tainly is an unique one
Replying to Mrs Herbert D Farn
ham of Belfast,—
Doubtless the skunks under Mrs.
Farnham's shed have very comfort
able quarters and the only way a
skunk will abandon such a home
would be to make him uncomfort
able To do this suddenly might be
rather an odorous undertaking.
If your local game warden is an
Ingenious fellow he might have an
idea that would work.
Skunks don't like the odor of
burned or burning grass. A grass
smudge at the entrance repeatedly
might urge them to move if they
had to dig it out for several nights.
However if they are rearing a fam
ily you may as well remain their
iandlady until they start hunting
grasshoppers and hope for the best

Bangor sports and outdoor writer
Bud Leavitt of the “News" covered
the annual meeting of the Knox
County F-sh and Game Association
at Union last Thursday night and
gave a short talk about the Maine
Sportsmen's Junior Conservation
Camp at Branch Pond, Ellsworth,
where the local group will sponsor

ing column!
The Knox Sportsmen elected Ro
land Gushee of Appleton as presi
dent for the fiscal year ending
April 18, 1963.
Other officers were Edward Dornan. Thomaston, first vice presi
dent; Charles Kiegal. Union, sec
ond "Ice president; Ralph W Ty
ler, South Thomaston, secretary;
J. Warren Everett, Thomaston,
treasurer and Ernest Crie, Rock
land, auditor.
Eighty six members were present
a’ the meeting which followed a
fine baked ham supper by the Re
bekahs and closed with the show
ing of pictures from the film li
brary of the Fish and Oame De
partment.
• • • »

Declaring that fishing isn't as
good at Salt Pond as it was a year
ago several persons have been urg
ing that the screen originally there
be replaced.
At Freeport last Fall I was told
by members of the State Fish bio
logical staff that there was no vi
tal need for a screen there, and
considering a superior quality of
the fish which were there after a
long period with no screen it was
| questionable if it should be reI placed.
True
many trout have been
I caught in the tidewater below the
■ pond. These were migrant fish and
1 would likely have returned to the
j pond sometime within the season
! had they not been caught beyond
I the bounds of Inland protective
I laws.

Association and will be discussed at
the next meeting.
Let’s consider that trout were first
caught in Salt Pond in April 1951.
This was roughly 30 months af
ter the original stocking and to
that date there had been 3000 trout
released there.
The pond has been fished stead-'
ily since during open season and
last years fishing was spectacular
to say the least.
However, this seasons anglers at
Salt Pond are fishing against a
stocked total of about 1700 new
trout plus the survivors of the or
iginal stocking, the 1951 fish scarce
ly having had time to attain the
development in less than a year
that the original stock did in 30
months.

Therefore present fishing condi
tions would seem to be attributed to
roughly half as many fish who have
had only half as long a time to
grow, as those caught last Spring.
Such are the characteristics of "put
and take fishing."
It is doubtful if fishing is ever
quite up to last season at Salt
Pond again.

Old Vessel Days

*

Kefauver Leads

Alvin Rhodes Of Union Makes Public Opinion’s Straw Vote
Says He Would Beat
Contribution To the
Taft
Story
Union, April 13.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette::
I am sending you a few names ot
Rockland vessels and captains to
add to your long list, if they aren't
too old.
Schooner Nelly Hewett, Schooner
Ralph Hewett, and Schooner Wave.
Schooner Oeneral Scott of Phila
delphia, bound for Boston, Capt. D.
B Darrah, master, took Capt Lin
coln Rhodes and crew, eight, of
Schooner Ralph Hewett of Rock
land, off Schooner Salardln which
she picked up ln about Lat. 40 50’
North, Long. 71* 34' at 9 30 a. m.,
June 7, 1864, and transferred to
Schooner General Scott 11 a. m.
June 7. 1864 This was 25 miles off
Block Island
One old letter Of Capt. Lincoln
Rhodes reads like this: "Henry's
Brig ran ashore on Cape Henry.”
(This may have been Capt. Henry
Rhodes). It also speaks of Capt.
Ben Pillsbury and Capt. Hector
Rhodes of Rockland.
The brig was in danger of break
ing up if wind became strong.
It also speaks of Hudson J. Hew
ett of Rockland as a ship owner.
Capt Lincoln Rhodes was having
good luck with the schooner Ralph
Hewett until this accident hap
pened. After this he took over the
Schooner Wave. One of Hudson J.
Hewett's letters speaks of no mar
ket for lime at that time. Rhodes.

Senator Kefauver on the Demo
cratic ticket noses out Senator
Taft on the GOP. ticket in the la
test Presidential “trial heat” con
ducted by the American Institute
of Public Opinion among a crosssection of the nations voters.
The division of sentiment is sim
ilar to a previous trial heat between
the two reported a month ago. ex
cept that Kefauver has gained
slightly, largley because he is more
popular among Democratic voters
now than he was then.
On the other hand Senator Taft
has registered a gain among inde
pendent voters, while Kefauver has
lost some ground with this impor
tant group.
Each voters in the survey was
asked:
"Suppose Taft is the Republican
candidate and Kefauver the Demo
cratic candidate, which party would
you like to see win the election—
the Republican party of the Dem
ocratic party?"
The vote:
Keiauver
40 percent
Taft
40 percent
Undecided
11 percent
Total
100 percent

Hewett's letters speaks carrying
coal, granite, lumber, potatoes and
lime for cargo where there was a
market for lime
—From Alvin L. Rhodes, grand
son of Capt. Lincoln Rhodes.
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